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Chapter 1
Key SurveyPro Concepts
We know many of you hate to read documentation, but some of the following
information will save you time, and some can prevent major problems with your
project.

1. Your SP5 file is your whole project
One file includes your questionnaires, database and reports. Any data which you want
to compare, such as different departments, should be in the same SP5, but separate
projects should be in separate files.
SurveyPro’s tightly integrated SP5 files contain all the elements of a project:
questionnaires, database, and reports. A single project can contain multiple
questionnaire and report documents, but should only include questionnaires and data
which are analyzed together. There’s no limit in SurveyPro on the size of your
database, or the number of projects you can create.

2. SurveyPro is objectoriented surveying
You've probably heard the term “objectoriented”—all it means is that something is
constructed from a number of smaller building blocks. For documents, the objects are
“tiles” arranged in a flow down a page. Question tiles consist of the question text and
two more objects, the Scale and Text Styles. SurveyPro's objects are named items, so
once you define one it can be used again and again. Then if you need to edit it later,
you change it once and everything using it is updated.

3. Questionnaires are more than just page layouts
SurveyPro's questionnaire designer may behave like a page layout program, but
behind the scenes it's creating a database based on your question structures. So, if
you get creative and start putting underscore
“

” in for entry blanks, you're not creating a place for the data s to go later.
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4. Get to know the pencil buttons
Insert

Modify

Delete

Duplicate

Add at end

Some or all of these buttons appear whenever a named object is used in a dialog.
Named objects include Text Styles, Scales, and Form Selects. Insert is used to add a
new object, modify edits the object (updating all tiles referencing/using it), and delete
removes it. Duplicate allows you to create a new object starting with the settings of
the currently selected item. The plus button adds a new item to the end of a list, such
as a question grid or banner definition.

5. Gathering data can be Multimedia
Your questionnaires can be paper or web online, and the paper ones can be hand
entered or scanned. There are a common set of design tools and the media can be
mixed within a project – one report containing both web and scanned data.

6. If it feels like you're working too hard, you probably are
SurveyPro has a great deal of power, but sometimes all its features aren't obvious. If
you end up doing something which takes a lot of steps, or feels like it's a lot of work,
contact Technical Support or try the SurveyTalk discussion list (see page 2) for an
easier approach.
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Chapter 2
Creating a Questionnaire
This first lesson walks you through the core questionnaire design features in the
creation of a onepage survey.
In this tutorial you’ll learn how to:
�
�
�
�
�
�

Set up a title and footer in Document Properties
Place a logo on the page
Add questions
Insert a basic question grid
Create scales
Add text comments, headings, etc. Format text

In addition to this tutorial, there’s a lesson about building more complex question
grids in Chapter 3. The NetCollect web tutorials later also show question layouts, but
assume you’re familiar with the fundamentals of questions and scales covered in this
lesson.
Tutorial Notes
General You can save your file and take a break any time you’re in the
main document screen.
Tutorial Files Are in your SurveyPro Samples folder, by default in:
C:\Program Files\Apian Software\SurveyPro 50\SurveyPro Samples\
Hotel Ombreux, an older hotel which currently serves tourists, is attempting to
upgrade its image, facilities, and services to attract business and luxury travelers.
Based on past comments, they know that room service has problems, so they’re
beginning their surveying with that department.
Note, while this tutorial works with a paper form, what you learn will translate to
your Web based surveys.
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When you have completed the lesson, your survey should look like this example.

Now that you know where we are heading, let’s design your own:
1. Start SurveyPro, enter your initials, and enlarge the window if needed.
2. Save your file to some name of your own
The screen should be showing an empty new questionnaire, with additional tabs at
the bottom for the Executive Summary, Data Table and Custom reports. At the left
you may see a tree containing all the information about the current project, so right
now it’s empty except for the preloaded scales and text styles under Components.
Let’s quickly add a title and footer through the Document Properties dialog:
1. Click the Document Properties toolbar button
Properties.

or go to the Document menu,

2. Let’s change the name from “Questionnaire” to something more descriptive— in
the first field on the General tab, type Room Service Survey.
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We want this to be a small form, so we’re going to convince a letter size piece of
paper it’s smaller. When it goes to the printer, they will trim it down to size, 8.5” x
5.5”
3. Change the page setup dimensions to:
Top 0.75
Left 0.5
Right 3.5
Bottom 3.5
4. At the top of the dialog, click the Title tab and turn on Place Title on Page 1.
There’s nothing on this tab which cannot be done manually with inline graphics tiles,
but Document Properties is usually the fastest approach. Titles created in this manner
must be edited in the Document Properties dialog, unless you click the “Convert”
option at the bottom which will allow freeform editing.
5. Type the title Room Service Survey and for Place Title To select Right.
6. Click the Footer tab, and change it to Select from Standards. Take a quick look
through the options which are preloaded (all three lists are identical).
7. For this project a different footer makes more sense, so change the setting to
Custom.
The typein boxes may include text with some words formatted in a strike through.
This indicates a variable, which is inserted using the Text Palette floating on top of the
Document Properties dialog. Just place your insertion point where you want the
variable, click the button
to drop down a list of numbering and other options, and
select the variable you want.
Because this is a single page survey, we actually want some simple, static text in the
footer.
8. Clear any existing text, and type in the Centered section: Seattle, Washington
9. In the lowerleft, change the Footer distance above page bottom to 3. Click
OK.
Note that SurveyPro will update the left/center/right alignments if you later change
the page margins. The dotted green line indicates the “live” area within the margins.

Adding page graphics
Now let’s add a logo to the top of the page.
1. Click on the Page Tile mode
Chapter 2 Creating a Questionnaire
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2. Click the Insert button

, select Page Text/Graphic.

3. At the top of the dialog, change the tile type to Picture.
4. Click the File button for the source, and from the SurveyPro Samples folder select
HotelOmbreux.JPG.

The logo is a little large, so let’s scale it down a little.
5. In the lowerright corner, change both scaling dimensions from 100 to 40.
The setting just above, on percent by default, can be used to change the scaling
method.
6. The next tab is dimension settings for the tile, which we don’t really need here, so
click Finish.
7. The Hotel Ombreux logo should be in the center of the screen with an orange
outline (if it isn’t outlined, click to select it). Move your mouse over the small box in
the upperleft corner until it turns into a hand.
8. Click and drag until the logo is in the upperleft corner of the page, similar to the
image below:

We could have placed the logo in the Document Properties dialog like we did the title,
or as an inline graphic, but it wouldn’t have let us place the image outside the
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margins.

Inserting a rating grid
1. Click on the Inline Tile mode
2. Insert

so we can add questions.

a Grid of Questions.

3. In the first tab, give it the Report Label: Room Service Ratings.
4. Change the layout style to Alternating tinted bands and Click Next.
5. Click at the top of the dialog, in the white box next to Row 1. Type the following
questions with Enter after each item:
Menu Selection
Hours
Delivery Time
Waiter’s Manner
Meal Presentation
Food Quality

6. Just below, in the Scale dropdown list, select S9: Excellence 4 levels.

Click Finish.
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That was relatively painless, wasn’t it? Of course there’s a great deal more to grids,
which is why Building Complex Question Grids in Chapter 3 delves into all their details.

Adding a comment question
Note the orange bar under the grid – that inserts the next tile at the end. If you
selected the grid so it had the orange border, the insert would be above it.
1. Click Insert

again, this time for a Question.

2. The big box at the top is for the question text, in this case just type
Comments?

Note that as you typed, the Label for Report Figures below the question text followed
along. SurveyPro copies the first 200 characters of your question text (which can be
up to 2,000 characters) into this field for use in the object tree, dropdown lists, and
figures. In general, shorter labels are much more useful.
3. Click Next.
While it may be confusing when you start out, when you get to reporting you’ll be
glad SurveyPro doesn’t treat all written answer scales alike. For basic text the first
three are:
1: Short Countable, Single – reserved for an answer less than 200 characters
which are expected to repeat often, like Doctor’s names in a medical practice,
and thus can be reported as if they were a checkbox scale with autopostcoding
(up to 250 “virtual checkboxes”).
2: Short Countable, Multiple – same idea, but for lists of short answers
separated by semicolons, say when the respondent might see more than one
Doctor during a visit.
3: Unique or Long Memo – these are for comments which are generally not the
alike and may be over 200 characters, or for things like addresses which differ for
each respondent.
Chapter 2 Creating a Questionnaire
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There are also options for numbers, dates and specialized answers like emails or zip
codes which may affect the statistics in reports and can be enforced on web surveys.
The three Yes/No scales determine how reports will sort the answers. Take a moment
to think through the choices, it will pay off later. For more on scale applications, see
Selecting Scales in the Reference Guide or Help. When you select a scale, a brief
explanation also appeared below it. Your layout settings also appeared.
4. For comments choose 3: Nonrepeating or Long Memo Written Answer.
5. On the right hand side, change the Entry Lines to 4. Click Finish.

Creating a custom answer scale
So far, we’ve only selected scales which were preloaded in SurveyPro. However,
often you’ll need something unique.
1. Insert

another question, giving it the text:

Are there any services you would like to see enhanced?

If you are reading this tutorial from the pdf file you might be tempted to copy this text
line to the clipboard and paste it into the Questionnaire Text box. If you did that with
a shortcut key it would carry over the formatting and not match the questionnaire
font.
Instead look at the Text Palette next to the dialog which has the usual cut and copy
but two paste buttons:
. The left one is the fully formatted paste and
the second with a tiny U on it is an unformatted paste that just transfers the text. If
you are copypasting from a draft document in Word you would almost always use
the second one!
2. Set the Report label to Service Enhancements; it’s more compact for reports.
3. Click Next.
4. SurveyPro has remembered your scale setting from the previous question, but in
this case we need a new scale. In the upperleft, above the Nonrepeating or Long
Memo scale showing in the list, click the Insert button
.
The dialog picked up your question’s report label as a name, so we can leave that as
is. Next to the name, at the upperright, are the six types of custom scales SurveyPro
creates. This setting drives the controls for the remainder of the dialog, so it should
be the first item set in creating a new scale. New scales always default to Checkbox as
that’s the most common custom scale.
5. We want a “mark all that apply” scale, so on the left hand side change the
Answers setting from Single to Multiple.
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6. Turn on Add Other Blank just below, which will add both a checkbox labeled Other
and a text field to collect the responses.
7. On the right hand side, click in the white box next to row 1, just like we did with
grids.
8. Type the following labels, with Enter after each one:
Hours
Food selection
Night before breakfast ordering
Beverage selection

As you typed in the grid, the text was mirrored in the larger box below. This box is
convenient when you have long labels (text can be up to 200 characters), and is also
used for overriding the formatting with bold, italic, etc. You can Paste Unformatted in
there too.
It would probably make more sense to have the second and fourth items next to each
other, so let’s rearrange them:
9. Click once on the gray number 3 next to the breakfast item to select it.
10. Click on the number 3 again, but hold and drag the item upward until you see a
red line between items 1 and 2, then release.

11. Click OK, and click Finish to close the Question dialog.
When you have responses in your database, it’s critical that you rearrange scale items
in this manner so SurveyPro can track which data goes with which item. If instead we
had manually swapped label text for the items, or added a new item where we
wanted to move the breakfast question and deleted the old one, data would have
been lost. Of course this project has no data yet, so maintaining its integrity isn’t an
issue, but it’s good to get into the habit. The same principles apply to rearranging
question tiles.
Chapter 2 Creating a Questionnaire
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Adding instructions and editing Text Styles
1. With the bar under the last question tile selected, click Insert
Inline Text/Graphic.

, this time for an

2. Type Optional information: in the text box.
The current Graphic Text Style is too close to questions and scales, but changing it to
italic would set it apart. We could override the formatting using the Text Palette
which appeared when you started typing, but there are going to be two other text
graphics in this survey so we might as well change the Text Style.
3. In the lowerright corner, next to the Text Style dropdown list, click Modify

.

4. Reduce the Height to 11 points, and turn on Italic. The preview box should reflect
the changes.
5. Click OK, and click OK again to close the graphic dialog.

Asking a name
Just two more quick questions and a little copy/paste to go!
1. Insert

a Question with text Name:

2. Click Next, and again select scale 3: Nonrepeating Written (although responses
will be short, we won’t be tabulating them).
3. On the righthand side, change the Place Scale setting To right of question.
4. Click Finish.
5. Insert

a second Question with text Check #:

6. Click Next, then Finish.
While the hotel is planning on using different paper colors to identify feedback for the
different meals, if the customer provides the check # they will be able to pull in details
about that order’s staff, selection, and time— as well as the customer’s other orders
and feedback. Importing Data in Chapter 6 uses this scenario to demonstrate an
import merge.

Copying and pasting tiles
Now let’s quickly add a few more headings by copying the one we already created.
1. Click once on the “Optional information:” text graphic in your survey to select it.
2. Copy the tile, either through the toolbar button
rightclick menu.
Chapter 2 Creating a Questionnaire
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3. Click on the blue bar at the end of the survey and paste using the toolbar
Ctrl+v, or rightclick menu.
4. Click on the grid (with the blue shading), and paste

,

again.

5. Doubleclick on the copy you placed above the grid to open its editing dialog.
6. Highlight the text, and change it to:
Please take a few moments to let us know about your experience.
Survey envelopes may be left on the room service tray or placed in the box at the
Concierge desk.

7. Click OK.
8. Doubleclick on the copy of the text graphic you placed at the end of the survey.
9. Highlight the text, and change it text to
Thank you for your time!

10. And let’s add a little emphasis, so highlight the text you just typed and click the
Bold button
in the Text Palette floating to the side of the main dialog.
11. Click the Tile tab at the top of the dialog.
12. In the upperright corner, change Gap at Top to 0.25 to separate it a little more
from the previous question. Click OK.
You can also adjust the gap by dragging the bottom of a tile down, but if you’re
adjusting the space for multiple tiles this gives you a bit more precision.
Well, that was it! Your survey should look like the one at the beginning of this
chapter, and if it doesn’t you may want to open the sample file Questionnaire Tutorial
End.SP5 to compare your file.
From here, you could continue with Building Complex Question Grids Chapter 3, or
skip ahead to Working in Answer Entry Chapter 4 to start working with the database.
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Chapter 3
Optimizing Question Grids
Question grids are sets of related questions which are analyzed together. Creating a
Questionnaire Chapter 1 inserted a basic grid, but this lesson plays with the more
advanced settings.
In this tutorial you’ll learn how to:
�
�
�

Use the onescreen setup dialog
Customize layouts and headings using the advanced dialog settings
Create a table of writein boxes

Tutorial Notes
General

You can save your file and take a break any time you’re in the
main document screen.

Tutorial Files

Are in your SurveyPro Samples folder, by default under:
C:\Program Files\Apian Software\SurveyPro 50\SurveyPro Samples

Note: While this lesson is designed for a paper form, the concepts are fully applicable
to web and scannable surveys. For screenbased surveys you will often need to use
more compact layouts than paper, though.
1. Start SurveyPro, enter your initials and expand the window if desired.
2. Save the file to a name of your own.

Inserting a rating grid
1. Insert

, Grid of Questions.

2. In the Label field, type Evaluations, and click Next.
3. At the top of the dialog, click in the white box for the first Question Row Label.
4. Type the following questions with Enter after each item:
Knowledge
Courtesy
Efficiency
Wait time
Clarity of instructions
Availability of forms

5. For the scale, select S9: Excellence 4 levels, and click Finish.
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Though this grid needs a little tuning, you can see how fast inserting a basic grid can
be. Even if you plan on using the advanced features to modify a grid, it’s usually
fastest to rough it in using the twoscreen Quick Set.

Adding a second rating column
Assuming your grid looks like the one here, let’s proceed:
1. Doubleclick on the grid, and click Add Column 2 in the lowerright corner.
2. Select S18: Importance  4 levels.
3. Add a Label for the second column
Importance to you

and a Label for the first column
Our performance today

4. Click OK.
Well the grid captures more information, but it lost some clarity along the way.

Using Advanced tabs to add headings
1. Doubleclick on the grid again.
2. This time, click the General tab at the top of the dialog.
3. Change the upperleft setting to Advanced option screens and notice a lot more
tabs just appeared.
4. Change the Style to Alternating tinted bands.
5. Click the Rows tab at the top and notice that the questions we typed are all
present.
Unfortunately the rows are somewhat mixed issues, so a couple subheads will clarify
the questions for respondents.
6. Click on Row 2, Knowledge (row 1 is the column labels or “CLbls” for the scale),
and click the Insert button
at the upperright.
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7. Change the radio button setting for this new row 2 to Hdg for an unscaled
heading.
8. Type as the label:
Please rate the staff member(s) who assisted you:

and note that as you type in the row, the text is mirrored in the larger editing box
below. Or copypaste into the editing box with the Text Palette unformatted paste
.
9. In the larger editing box, highlight all the text you just typed.
10. Click the Italic button

in the Text Palette.

11. Now for the second heading, click on row 6, Wait time
12. Click the insert button

at the upperright.

13. Change the new row 6 to a Hdg, and type:
And please rate this branch:

14. Again, highlight the text and click italic in the Text Palette.
15. Click OK to see what you have so far with the two headings and colored bands.
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Streamlining the scale columns
Another problem with the original layout was the clutter of all the scale and column
labels, so the next step is changing their format.
1. Doubleclick the tile to get the dialog back and click the Columns tab at the top.
As in the Rows tab, you have a set of columns for the grid: one containing Row labels
(questions), and two scale columns. The column labels are probably fine if we simplify
the scales.
2. Click on the scale name for row 2: Excellence  4 levels.
3. In the scale list that appeared at the lower left, select scale 12: 1 Low to 5 High
Rating.
4. Repeat for the Importance column’s scale.
5. Click OK to see the revised version.

That’s a little too tight, so let’s play a little more with the scale layouts.
6. Doubleclick on the grid again, and click on the Answer Entries tab.
The settings in this tab are driven by the column selection at the upper left, since
each scale column could potentially have a different layout.
7. Select Sc: Our performance today from the column list at the upperleft.
8. On the righthand side, change the Label Style to Vertical Labels Above.
9. Select the second column, Sc: Importance to you.
10. Change its Label Style to 45degree labels Above.
11. Click OK.
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It’s not a combination you’re likely to use for a real survey, but this gives you a look at
another feature for this style of grid. Both these styles appear for paper documents,
but will be missing from the dialogs for Web surveys since HTML doesn’t support
rotated text.

Creating a grid of number entries
The other type of grid is sometimes referred to as a table, and consists of writein
fields for numbers, text, dates and other scales.
1. Insert

a new Grid.

2. Switch the dialog mode to Advanced options screens—you won’t see the tabs
change because it’s in wizard mode.
3. Name the grid Employee time breakdowns. Click Next.
4. At the top of the Rows screen, click in the white box for row 2, the first question.
5. Type the following questions with Enter after each item:
Billable hours
General correspondence
Meetings
Web surfing
Filling out forms
Other (please specify below)

6. Click Next.
7. We want a column for every work day, so type labels for Monday through Friday.
8. Click in the cell next to Monday which currently says “<select a scale>.” From the
scale list that appears in the lowerleft, select 21: Number, no fraction.
9. Repeat for the other four rows.
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10. Click Next.
11. We actually do want a writein box for each of these (it’s why we left the grid style
so plain), so click Finish.

Setting column widths
The grid is sizing the entry blanks based on the column labels, which are different
lengths, so let’s make that more consistent. However, if we make them all as wide as
Wednesday, the grid won’t fit on the page so let’s adjust the label size as well.
1. Doubleclick on the grid to reopen the editing dialog.
2. Click on the Columns tab.
3. In the lowerleft, where it says Column Label Text Style, click the Insert button
next to its dropdown list.
4. Give the style the Name Scale size 9.
5. Reduce the Height point size to 9 and click OK.
6. Now on to the entry blank widths, so click on the Layout tab.
Chapter 3 Building Question Grids
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On the righthand side is a list of all the columns with an “auto” next to them for their
width.
7. Leaving the first item Row Lbls on “auto,” change the settings for Monday through
Friday to 0.75.
8. At the top of the dialog, change the Border Space Width to 0.05 and click OK.

On a Web survey, you can set the grid to a forced sum for each column. The option
appears on the Answer Entries tab.

Adding a blank for Other responses
The layout is much improved, but since the grid requests the respondents specify
their Other response, we need to add one before we’re done:
1. Click the grid below the table we just finished, and Insert
2. Leave the question text blank, but give it the report label
Time breakdown Other text

3. Click Next.
4. For the Scale, choose 2: Short Countable Written  Multiple answers.
5. Set the Entry Style on the right side to Writein box.
6. Click Next twice to get to the Dimensions screen.
7. Make three adjustments:
Question Text: Down from Top = 0
Scale Entry: Entry Width = 2
Scale Entry: Below Question = 0.1
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8. Click Finish to see the entry blank below the Other rating item.
Those are the essentials of creating complex grids. For the remaining controls which
were not covered here, simply press the Help button when you’re in the grid dialog.
In the SurveyPro Samples folder you’ll find a file called Grid Tutorial End.SP5 with the
finished tiles.
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Chapter 4
Working in Answer Entry
While not everyone needs to enter new forms, searching and editing the database is
an almost universal task.
In this tutorial you’ll learn how to:
�
�

Enter new forms in the database
Set entry preferences for faster input Replace answers on multiple forms at
once Find forms based on a Form Select Filter

Tutorial Notes
General: You can save your file and take a break any time you’re in the main
document screen.
Tutorial Files: Are in your SurveyPro Samples folder, by default under:
C:\Program Files\Apian Software\SurveyPro 50\SurveyPro Samples

1. Start SurveyPro, log in, and expand the window if desired
2. File, Open the Data Entry Tutorial.sp5 and save to a name of your own when
prompted.
The File History dialog gives you a brief overview of the project’s contents.
3. Click Close. You should have the Hotel Ombreau survey created in Chapter 1.

Entering forms with the mouse
This is a fairly typical project, with a rating grid, multiple answer checkbox, long
comment, short tabulated written answer, and a date. First let’s enter a couple forms,
so you get the idea of how editing the different scale types work.
1. Select Answer Entry from the Database menu, or click the toolbar button

.

The screen changed dramatically when you switched into Answer Entry, because this
area of SurveyPro is optimized for data collection instead of document editing.
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On the right is an image of your questionnaire, with the first field selected for entry.
The status bar at the bottom of the screen indicates the current field, when the form
is being added and by whom, and the unique ID this form will have (Form numbers
can change if records are deleted).
On the left are three sections: a simple navigation panel around “New form 533,” a
typein area for responses just below, and a list of possible or existing answers to the
current question.
Data entry can be done by either keyboard or mouse—let’s try the mouse first. With
the mouse, you can select an answer from the list with one click, or double click to
select and jump to the next question.
2. Doubleclick on answers in the list on the left until all ten rating grid questions
have responses.
Note that the highlight jumped between separate small fields in the scale columns. If
you ever want to select and edit a grid response, you need to click on the scale
instead of the question text.
3. When your highlight has landed on the Comments question, click in the typein box
at the upperleft and enter an answer—anything you’d like, including paragraph
breaks.
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There are three things to note while in this question. First, the line of text above the
typein box says “One or more text lines,” letting you know that this is a long written
answer. Second, the percentage next to that prompt is an indicator which will track
how many of the 10,000 possible characters you’ve used up. Third, the Answer
Reference List below the typein box is grayed, because these responses are for scale
3 Unique or Long Memo answers.
4. Enter will just add another paragraph break for this type of question, so press Tab
to move forward.
This is a multipleanswer checkbox scale, as you can tell from the prompt “One or
more box numbers.” With a mouse, you treat this like standard Windows multiple
select lists.
5. Click in one of the answers in the list, then Ctrl+click on additional responses. You
can also use Shift+click to select sequential items.
6. Make sure one of the boxes you select is 6Other.
7. Press Tab to move to the next field.
8. That question had an answer test, so SurveyPro may have popped up an error
message. If it did, click Correct, reduce the number of boxes selected to three or
fewer, and click Tab.
Because you selected the Other box, your highlight is now on the Other blank for a
text entry—otherwise SurveyPro would have skipped ahead to the next question. The
Answer Reference List is filled up with the existing answers in case you’re trying to
code responses for tabulation.
9. Doubleclick on any of the items in the Answer list.
10. Doubleclick on an answer for the trip purpose question.
Now for the date. While SurveyPro will list up to 64,000 unique dates in the Answer
list, sometimes you need the one that’s missing. Above the typein box, you’ll see the
prompt is letting you know the entries should be like Apr 30, 2007, but SurveyPro is
actually a bit more flexible on what it will accept.
11. Click in the entry box, type 31 8 07 in daymonthyear order and press Tab.
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12. Click Correct on the error message.
13. This time, type 8 31 07 in the expected order and press Tab.
Now SurveyPro takes the value, because even though it wasn’t a very descriptive
entry, it does match the MonthDayYear order of the scale. SurveyPro will take other
formats as well, such as “F/28/07” for February 28th, but not “A 28 2007” because
“A” could apply to either April or August. Whenever it accepts an entry, SurveyPro
reformats it to match the scale style.
14. Your highlight should now be on the State question, and the Answer list populated
with entries. Doubleclick on one of the existing answers. That sets the answer but
leaves it on that question because it is the last one. It a real entry situation you would
probably review the answers before moving ahead.
15. The form is complete, so click the Forward button
or click F10 to move ahead.

at the topleft of the screen

You probably noticed the little “saving” message as you advanced. SurveyPro saves
each form as you leave it, whether it’s an addition or edit. The saves are to a
temporary answer data file to save time. When you leave Answer Entry, SurveyPro
confirms that you want to merge the session’s changes with your SP5 file.

Changing data entry preferences
If you’re a keyboard enthusiast, you’ll find SurveyPro’s data entry very fast. Many of
the commands can also be made on a 10key pad.
1. First, go to the Tools menu and select Options.
2. In the middle of the dialog is an Answer Entry panel—turn on Do not require Enter
key on singledigits.
3. Click OK.
This will speed things up quite a bit, since for each of those rating items in the grid
you’ll just have to type one character, with no Tab or Enter required to advance fields.
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Entering forms with the keyboard
1. Click in the entry box in the upperleft.
2. Using your regular or numeric keypad, type a value from 14 for each of the grid
items.
3. You know how the comments work, so just press Tab or Enter to skip over it.
4. Like dates, multiple answers may be entered in several formats. Type
1.34
and note the highlight added to the Answer list with each new number. The period
separator can also be a space, comma or semicolon, but was shown here because the
period is available on a 10key pad.
5. Press Enter to advance.

Print with Data
SurveyPro can do “mail merge” printing for barcoded forms, personalized mailings or
keeping records. Select File, Print with Data to see how:

We will not go into this in detail (see the Help or reference Guide for that). You can
select which forms are to be printed. Any unchecked questions appear up as normal
entry areas, so you can selectively personalize questionnaires.
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Chapter 5
Data Cleaning Text Answers
Any time you need to change an answer in the database, you just go to the form, click
on or Tab to the question, and change it. Or, if you need to change several items, you
use one of the tools we’re covering next.
1. Press F9 or use the back button
to skim through a few forms. Note that the
responses change on the form each time you move.
Cleaning data by going formbyform would take forever so let’s give it a try with
some tools for finding and replacing answers.
2. Click on the Home State question at the end of the survey.
In the Answer list you’ll see that most of the data is 2character abbreviations, but a
few exceptions could be problems for analysis—especially since Washington is listed
three ways and would therefore tabulate as three items.
3. Under the Database menu, select Answer Replace.

At the start, both the tall scrolling list and the dropdown list below it contain the
same answers. The assumption is that you’re trying to consistently code written
answers, consolidating similar entries.
4. Scroll the top list until you reach the end. Click on Wash, then Ctrl+click on
Washington.
5. From the lower dropdown list, select WA.
6. Click OK, Yes at the confirmation dialog, and OK to close the report about the
number of forms updated.
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7. Once again, go to the Database menu and select Answer Replace.
8. This time, select New York in the upper list.
9. Since NY is not in the database yet, click the To Type Answer button at the bottom
of the dialog.
10. Type NY in the entry blank that just appeared.
11. Click OK, Yes at the confirmation dialog, and OK to close the report about
updating 1 form.
The same dialog can be used to consolidate the similar entries in the Amenities
question’s Other blank.
Another tool for replacing answers is Mass Replace, also under the Database menu.
While Answer Replace is limited to replacing values within one question, Mass
Replace can use a variety of criteria to set answers. For example, if a batch of data
wasn’t marked with a location code, you could create a Form Select Filter on a range
of data entry dates and change the location for all forms matching the filter. In
general, if you need a replacement that Answer Replace can’t handle, use Mass
Replace.

Finding forms for data cleaning
Under the Form menu are three “Find” functions Each one has a specific application,
and the one we’re going to use here is Find Form Select.
1. Pull down the Form menu and click Find Form Select.
2. There are no filters defined, so click the Insert button

to add one.

Form Selects can be typed manually, but usually they’re built in the dialog by selecting
a question, relationship, and values.
3. In the upperleft corner, type the filter Name Other responses.
4. From the Pick a Question or Form Property dropdown list at the upperright,
select Q12: Amenities.
5. Click the = Equal radio button below.
6. From the list of answers, select Other.
7. Click the button labeled Insert on the left side of the dialog to transfer the filter to
text.
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8. Click Test Rule to find approximately 35 forms (depending on your entries), and
click OK.
Now the palette is filled with a list of forms matching your Form Select. You may not
have noticed, but some of the forms which had the Other box marked but no text in
the entry blank.
9. Click on the Other blank to select it—that way you can see its responses in the
Answer list as we search.
10. Click on the form numbers in the navigation palette until you find a form with no
Other text.
11. When you get to a matching form, click on the multiple answer checkbox scale.
12. Ctrl+click on 6Other in the Answer list to turn it off.
13. Click another form number in the navigation palette list.

Note that the form number of the record you edited is now marked with an asterisk
“*” to indicate it was edited. To save time (especially on large files), SurveyPro doesn’t
update the Answer list with every edit, so even though the form you changed no
longer matches the rule, it’s still in the list.
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14. Click the Refresh button on the navigation palette, and see the form number
disappear.
While there’s a great deal more to data cleaning, those are the essentials of adding,
updating, and finding forms. See also SurveyPro’s Database and Data Cleaning in the
Help or Reference.

Finishing your session
Generally you’ll return to the main document editing screens after a data entry
session:
1. Close the navigation palette.
2. From the File menu, Quit Answer Entry.

Most of the time you’ll click Yes on this dialog, merging you data entry session into
your main SP5 project file. On very rare occasion, such as an “Oops” during data
cleaning, you’ll discard the session with No.
3. Click Yes to save your changes, then Exit SurveyPro.
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Chapter 6
Importing Data
The basics of importing forms are straightforward, but there are many flavors of data
files and possible combinations, so SurveyPro includes a large number of controls in
its Import dialogs.
While the Collect programs take care of most of the matchup and merging for you
(especially with web downloads or batch import), if a file isn’t a perfect match, you’ll
be using these same controls.
See Database Fundamentals and Import/Export Fundamentals in the Help or
Reference Guides for definitions of database terms.
In this tutorial you’ll learn how to:
�
�

Importing new forms into SurveyPro. Saving settings in an Import Map.
Merging information into existing database forms (keyed import). Screening
for incorrect responses.

Tutorial Notes
General: You can save your file and take a break any time you’re in the
main document screen.
Tutorial Files: Are in your SurveyPro Samples folder, by default under
C:\Program Files\Apian Software\SurveyPro 50\SurveyPro Samples
1. Start SurveyPro, enter your initials and expand the window if desired.
2. File, Open Import Tutorial.sp5 and save as under your own name when prompted.
Close File History.
This is a modified version of the survey created in Creating a Questionnaire Chapter 1.
The original questionnaire asked respondents for their room service check number,
and for those who provided it, we’ll be able to merge information from the hotel’s
invoicing system with the respondent data. So, the original questionnaire D1 was
copied into a new version, “D5: Data Entry Version,” and a few fields were added to a
second page for the invoicing data. All entry and import will be into this questionnaire
document.
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Selecting the file and format
The files we’re working with are comma delimited ASCII, also known as comma
separated values (CSV). These are the most common data file imported apart from
the Collect files, a format that can be interchanged with Excel.
1. Under the Database menu, select Import from, Comma Delimited (.csv, .srv).
2. Select Import Tutorial 1.csv and click OK.

Before SurveyPro even brought this dialog up, it scanned the .csv file for possible
errors and reported what it found in the top panel.
3. In the first active field, give your settings the Name Ratings.
While this setting has little meaning for a onetime lesson import, it’s extremely
handy for real projects. SurveyPro will save all settings we’re about to make under
this name, so next time you import a file from the same source, all you would have to
do is select the Import Map and click Finish.
4. Change the Questionnaire setting to D5: Data Entry Version.
5. This file’s first row does contain field names, so click the radio button for First
Record: Is Field names.
The next setting relates to multipleanswer checkbox scales, which do not have a
universal formatting in data files. The first option, combined, would mean there was a
single field indicating the boxes marked, such as “1;2;5,” while the separate fields
uses a separate field for each box with a 1/0, T/F or Yes/No value such as “1,1,0,0,1.”
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6. Set the Multipleanswer control to Separate sequential import fields and click
Next.
7. Click OK to close the notices dialog.

Matching import fields to questions
The Field Matchup screen is just that—connecting fields from the data file into your
SurveyPro questions.
At the top is a list of the SurveyPro questions in Q number order. At the bottom is a
list of the fields in the file you’re importing. Next to each field number is a peek at the
first few forms in the file, to help you match the right data to the right question.
Between the two is a control which is a real timesaver, and we’re about to use it to
have SurveyPro match our fields for us.
1. In the middle of the dialog, change the Field Name Set to Question Report Labels.

Because the field names in the imported file are identical to the report labels,
SurveyPro entered the field numbers in the first column for us. SurveyPro has several
builtin field name sets, but you can also add custom sets to match existing databases.
2. It’s always a good idea to doublecheck automatic settings, so scroll down the top
list, comparing the field number in its first column against the data in the lower
window. Q8 did not get a field number automatically.
3. Note that Q8: Service Enhancements only has room for one field number even
though the peek shows several fields with that label. This is the multiple answer
question, and since it has 5 boxes, SurveyPro automatically looks to the entry as the
first checkbox plus the following 4 fields. Type in 9 as the first import field.
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Q8: Service Enhancements also has two rows in the upper list, the second with
“Other” after the Question name. This checkbox scale had a writein blank, which is a
different database field in SurveyPro. It also wasn’t matched by the Field Name Set, so
we’ll need to fill it in.
4. In the Field column for Q8: Service Enhancements Other, type 14 to match it to the
field number labeled “Other” in the lower list.
5. The remaining empty fields will be filled in with our second import, so click the
Test Import button to see whether we have any errors so far.

It’s always best to correct problem files or incorrect settings before import, so clicking
Test Import and reviewing the test log is worth a moment. It’s also better to learn
about problems from the import log than an “off” report, so be sure you check the
final log even on routine imports. Import logs are saved for your review in the Tools,
File History dialog, and the Help system includes detailed information about their
contents.
6. In this case, zero mismatches show midway down the log and it will add 78 forms
skipping the first column name row of the import file, so click Back to close the log
screen.
7. Click Next to go to the Key tab.
Keyed import merges information from the imported file into existing forms in your
database. For right now, we’re just adding forms, but the second import in this lesson
merges information based on the Check #.
8. Click Next to see the Data Cleaning tab, which we don’t need to use since we have
no import answer mismatches.
9. Click Finish, Yes at the prompt to save the map, take a quick look at the log to
doublecheck there are not issues, and OK to close the log file.
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10. Click on the 2: Executive S... document tab at the bottom of the screen for the
automatic Executive Summary report.
We have data in all the questions the guests answered. The remaining fields are ones
we’re going to fill in based on the Check #.

Matching forms for a second import
1. Go to the Database menu, and select Import, Comma Delimited ASCII again.
2. Select Import Tutorial 2.csv.
This time the dialog looks different, with tabs instead of a wizard, because SurveyPro
brought up the settings for the Ratings import map we just created.
3. The first control is a dropdown list asking for the Import Map to use. In this case
we need a new one, so click the Insert button
next to the list.
4. If you’re prompted to save changes to Ratings, click No.
5. Click in the Name field and type Check # Merge.
6. Again, click in the list below to change the Questionnaire dropdown list to D5:
Data Entry Version.
7. Set the First Record to Is Field Names again, and check your screen against the one
below.

8. Click on the Field Matchup tab at the top of the dialog.
9. In the middle of the dialog, change the Field Name Set to Question Report Labels
again.
10. Scroll down the question list until Q10: Check # is at the top.
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11. In this case, only two field names matched SurveyPro’s, so click in the Field
column next to Q11 and click the Fill Next button. It sets the field number from Q10
plus 1 into Q11.
12. Click Fill Next twice more to set the next two questions.

Setting the import to update records instead of add
1. Click on the Key tab at the top of the dialog.
2. Select the radio button for Key import records.
Now things are going to get interesting, since the next step is to match the
information in this data file to the records already in the SurveyPro database. Keyed
import has a somewhat confusing array of controls because the scenarios for merging
data can be so different. For your own projects, you may want to try a test run with a
temporary file until you’re sure it’s doing exactly what you want.
3. From the dropdown list that appeared under the radio, select Q10: Check #.
The dropdown list only displays questions into which data is being imported. An
“ideal” keyed scenario is a 1:1 relationship between records in the existing data and
the imported file, but those rarely exist. Most of the controls in this dialog are for
dealing with exceptions.
Because this data file originated in an invoicing system, every record should have a
check number and there should be no repeats. If there are any problems, we want to
know about it before importing.
4. For both Import File Rules, change the settings to Error.
The Error setting in keyed imports stops the import, produces a warning dialog, and
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will not let you proceed until the key settings and/or data file are corrected to
eliminate all errors. Generally this setting is only used when the file should produce
absolutely no errors, so getting one means the file is corrupted in some manner.
Next in the dialog are controls for exceptions in the existing SurveyPro data. Again, we
need to make a change for this particular scenario, where many forms in the
SurveyPro database don’t contain a key value (it was an optional question), and the
import file is a superset of the responses (not everyone answered the survey).
5. Change If no match found for import key to Skip Record, since we don’t want to
add forms for which we have no feedback.
6. Check your screen against these settings, and then click Test Import.

As you read through the log, note that it matched up only 30 records and skipped 48,
and that it encountered mismatches for the Meal question. If you remember from
the peek on the Field Matchup tab, it was encoded as “B,L,D,S” while the SurveyPro
scale is “Breakfast, Lunch, Dinner, Late Night Snack.” Since the “L” in the import file
could be applied to both the second and fourth checkboxes and “S” doesn’t match
the first letter of any labels, SurveyPro reported them as mismatches.
Don’t worry, the next steps will fix it!
At the end of the log, instead of the solid grid of numbers which you saw in the first
matchup, there are numbers interspersed with “NoFind,” which indicates the import
file records for which it couldn’t find a match in the SurveyPro database, in this case
evaluators who did not supply a check number.
7. Click Back to close the log.
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Mapping import data to scale values
1. At the top of the dialog, click the Data Cleaning tab.
2. Scroll down to the end and note that the Key setting is indicated in the first
column for Q10.
3. Click on Q14: Meal in the center column of the last row.
Notice that just below the question list a sample of the import data appeared. Now
you don’t need to jump back to the Field Matchup tab for a peek at the values we
need to fix.
4. Click the Insert button
next to the Scale Value Mapping dropdown list (you
can have several sets for different sources).
5. In the ImportExport file column, type B, L, D and S next to Breakfast, Lunch,
Dinner and Late Night Snack respectively.
6. Click in the Map Name field and type Invoice Values.

7. Click OK, and note that Sv1 has appeared next to Q14 in the Data Cleaning
question list.
8. Click Test Import, confirm the mismatches are gone. Click Back to close the log.
9. Click OK to finish the import, and Yes to save your import map settings.
10. Click OK to close the final log, and notice all the questions in the Executive
Summary now have data!
In most cases, you’ll need to become familiar with only a few of the import controls
because you’ll be importing data from only a few sources.
Even if you never manually enter data, you may want to take a look at Working in
Answer Entry Chapter 6, so you can learn how to find and edit individual responses.
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Chapter 7
Creating a Report
SurveyPro is designed to create reports, not just independent figure tiles. This lesson
is a complement to Creating a Questionnaire Chapter 2.
In this tutorial you’ll learn how to:
�
�
�
�
�

Insert different figure types
Create crosstabulations
Apply form select filters Work with question groups
Adjust Other groupings and Sorting
Summarize written answers

Tutorial Notes
General

You can save your file and take a break any time you’re in the main
document screen.

Tutorial Files Are in your SurveyPro Samples folder, by default under
C:\Program Files\Apian Software\SurveyPro 50\SurveyPro Samples

1. Start SurveyPro.
2. File, Open Report Tutorial.sp5 and save to a name of your own when prompted.
3. Close File History.
The Hotel Ombreux departure survey was created to help prioritize improvements in
the hotel, as well as track changes in the feedback as improvements are
implemented.
At the bottom of the screen are tabs for the four starting documents in a file:
Questionnaire, Executive Summary, Data Table and Custom Report. The Custom
Report is empty, waiting for your content, while the Executive Summary and Data
Table are automatically maintained reports which display results as soon as a single
form is in the database.
4. Click on the Questionnaire tab and take a moment to acquaint yourself with the
survey we’re going to analyze.
5. Click on the Executive Summary tab, and scroll through the report.
6. Click on the Data Table, and scroll through the respondent answers.
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Both the Executive Summary and Data Table have a few customization controls
through their Document Properties dialogs
, but they’re a subset of the normal
reporting tools for a quick look. So, let’s make a custom report!

Adding a bar graph
1. Click on the Custom Report tab.
2. In the toolbar, click the Insert button
list.

and select Bar Chart from the dropdown

3. In the For Question(s) tab, select Q12: Amenities.
As you clicked on the question, the section below added a selection: Count writtens
into virtual checkboxes. This is available because the amenities question includes an
Other blank. SurveyPro assumes you’re going to want to count the writeins as well as
preloaded checkboxes, so if it finds repeats it will report them in bars just like the
original boxes. If you don’t want SurveyPro to tabulate the Others, you can always
turn the setting back to None.
4. However, in our case, we want the Others counted, so click Next.
5. Leave the statistic setting at the top on Frequency
6. Check the box for With No Answers to add a bar for missing responses.
7. Click on the Sorting dropdown list and change it to Sort by Frequency.
Bar and pie charts are among SurveyPro’s simplest figures, as you can see from the
limited set of statistics active on the screen. This is an unordered scale, so it’s even
simpler because the options for means, medians, and standard deviations are not
applicable (see Statistics in SurveyPro in Help or Reference Guide).
The one setting we didn’t change, Move counts at or under 1 into Others, is related to
the selection we made on the first screen to count written responses.
8. Click Next, and Next again (we’ll come back to the crosstab screen shortly).
The Layout screen includes a variety of options, both for the display of the bar and the
dimensions of the tile itself.
9. In the upperright corner, under Labeling, turn on Show Counts.
10. Click Finish to see your chart.
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Not bad for a few clicks, and best of all, it will automatically update as new data is
received. In order for SurveyPro to tabulate the three repeated writeins like CD
Player, they had to be entered consistently in the database. See Data Cleaning in Help
and Working in Answer Entry Chapter 4 for more information.

Adding a crosstab to the bar chart
Let’s play some more with the bar chart.
1. Doubleclick on the bar chart.
2. Click on the For Statistic tab, and turn off With No Answers.
3. Click on the By Crosstab/Filter tab.
A crosstab (A.K.A. crosstab or crosstabulation) is simply a breakdown of one
question’s responses by another. Common examples would be breaking down an
opinion poll by region, gender, or political party. Sometimes there’s a relationship in
the breakdown, and sometimes there isn’t. (See also Crosstabs & Banners in Help)
In our case, we’re going to look at whether the amenities requested vary based on
whether a guest is traveling on business or pleasure.
4. Click on the One Question radio button at the top.
5. From the list which appeared just below, select Q13: Trip Purpose.
6. Near the bottom of the dialog is a setting for Overall Column—click to select First.
7. Click OK.
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Well, we now have four charts, one for overall and three for the Trip Purpose
answers, but they break across the pages and it’s difficult to compare the respondent
groups. While we could tighten up the layouts so they’re closer together, say by using
smaller 2D bars, another approach often works better for crosstabbed bar charts.
8. Doubleclick on the bar chart again.
9. Click on the General tab.
10. Change the figure type to Stacked Bars and click OK.
Much more concise! Stacked bars and line charts tend to be the best visual
representations of crosstabulations, with tables the winner in detailed data.

Creating a table of dates
So onward with a table…
1. Click on the blue insert bar beneath the stacked bars.
2. Insert

a Table.

3. From the list, select Q14: Arrival Date.
Again, some more modifiers appeared based on the question’s scale definition. If you
have a date question in your survey but didn’t see these options, go back to the
questionnaire and check your scale.
4. For Put dates into bins by, select Months.
5. Click Next.
6. For the statistics, turn on Percents, Confidence Interval on Frequencies at 95%,
and Crosstab significance by ChiSquared.
7. Click Next.
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8. Change the Crosstab By setting to One Question again.
9. Again, let’s use Q13: Trip Purpose, so select it from the dropdown list.
Here we can take advantage of the additional statistical detail you can display in
tables.
10. In the bottom half of the dialog, in the Show section, turn on Counts and Percents.

11. Click Finish to see the table.
Since we used the SurveyPro automatic binning for the dates, it will continue to add
rows as data is collected. Or, if we just want to look at Q1, we can do so with a Form
Select Filter.

Adding a Form Select Filter
1. Doubleclick on the table.
2. Click on the By Crosstab/Filter tab.
3. At the bottom of the dialog, click the Insert button next to the Select Filter drop
down list.
Form Select Filters tell SurveyPro to focus on a subset of your database, based on the
rules you set up. Rules can be as simple as Q13=1 (the first checkbox), or complex
nested filters with nesting, ANDs, and ORs. Help or the Reference Guide have details.
4. In the upperleft corner, type the filter Name Q2 2001.
5. In the question list at the upperright, select Q14: Arrival Date.
Note that at the end of the list are form properties, such as the questionnaire
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document used and date it was collected, all of which can also be used to look at
specific forms in your database.
6. Below the question list is a set of radio buttons for the Relationship—select =
Equal.
7. SurveyPro lists the existing data below, which is a good starting point. Click on Apr
2, 2001, scroll down until you can see Jun 30, 2001, and Shiftclick on Jun 30, 2001.
8. You should now see a block of selected values—click the button labeled Insert on
the left side of the dialog to transfer the rule you specified into the text area.

Note that your settings in the right panel translate to a text formula rule, which
SurveyPro interprets and which you can manually edit. In this case, we do need to
make one change because the first date in our database falls after the beginning of
the quarter.
9. Click in the typing area on the left side of the dialog and change the rule so it
reads Q14 = “Apr 1, 2001".."Jun 30, 2001".
10. Click the Test Rule button, and you should see a line appear below the rule box
“Found 179 Forms.” It’s always a good idea to test new rules to make sure they do
something reasonable, without errors.
11. Click OK to return to the table dialog, and note your new rule is already selected in
the Form Select dropdown list.
Once a filter is defined, you can apply it anywhere, from Answer Entry searches to
other figures to exports. Filters are organized under the Object Tree in the
Components section. Other reporting components, such as Rescales, Banners,
Question Groups and Graph Fills can also be defined once, then applied again and
again.
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12. Click OK to see the revised table.
The last line of the table, Chi Sq Significance, reads “Under 50%.” This means that
there’s a less than 50% chance that the guests’ Trip Purpose varies with the date they
arrived. Now if the comparison were done across a year, it’s likely a trend would be
visible for summers and holidays.
If you’re interested in exploring tables more, see Breaking Data Down Chapter 8 for a
walkthrough of its interactions with complex filters, banners, and other settings.

Using Pie Charts
1. Click on the thick blue insertion bar beneath the table, and Insert

a Pie Chart.

2. In the first screen, select Q15: Home State from the list.
3. Click Next twice to reach the Layout screen.
4. At the upperright, in the Labeling section, click to select On Pie Wedges and
Percents.
5. Click Finish to see the chart.

It’s colorful, but if you want the full breakdown a table or bar chart would be better.
Let’s clean the pie up to the biggest groups.

Showing only the most common answers
1. Doubleclick on the pie chart, and click on the Layout tab.
2. On the lefthand side is a dropdown list labeled Sorting, currently set on Sort
Alphabetically. Change this to Biggest 5.
3. Just below, click on Wedge 1 to in the list to select it.
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4. Click OK.

With the Sorting setting, SurveyPro picks the largest segments and groups the rest
into an “Other” category. In this case, we end up with a clear regional picture. There’s
one other way to approach this type of consolidation.
5. Doubleclick on the pie chart again.
6. Change the Sorting dropdown list from Biggest 5 back to Sort alphabetically.
7. Just below the dropdown list is a control for Lump counts at or under 1 as Others.
Change this to 25 and click OK.
This setting achieves a similar effect to the Biggest 5, but from a different direction.
These controls are available in most figures (though often on the For Statistics tab), so
you can apply them whenever you want to quickly consolidate data. Rescales can also
be used to group responses (see Chapter 8).

Showing question groups in bar graphs
Now we’re going to do something with that importance/performance grid from the
questionnaire. SurveyPro automatically created a question group for each of our scale
columns, so we can get started immediately. (See Question Groups & Scores in Help)
1. Click on the blue bar below the pie and Insert a Bar Chart.
2. In the upperleft, change the setting from A Question to A Question Group.
3. Select the group name ending with Our Performance.
4. Change the setting on the left to Components and Whole.
5. Click Next.
Note that when you’re looking at a group in this manner you can only choose among
statistics which produce a single value per question.
Because the graph will be of the Mean, another set of controls is available at the
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bottom, which allow you to chart a range around questions.
6. Select Standard Deviation at 68% from the lower panel.
7. Click Next, and Finish to see the bars.

Each bar represents one question in the grid. The vertical line in the middle of each
bar is the mean, and the range around it is the standard deviation, the range in which
68% of respondents fell for each question. The axis numbers relate back to the
original scale definition, with 4=Very Important, and 1=Unimportant. (Standard
deviation is calculated as a symmetrical range, which is why some of the bars go past
the maximum possible response of 4.)
Now we’re going to make three changes to the figure so we can look at the group’s
data in another way.
8. Doubleclick on the bar chart you just inserted.
9. Click on the General tab, and change the figure type to Table + Bars.
10. Click on the For Question(s) tab, and turn on the checkbox for Use Group like a
‘crosstab’.
11. Click on the For Statistics tab, and turn on Percent in the top panel.
Note that the dialog is broken into two main sections: one with checkboxes allowing
multiple statistics for the table portion, and one with radio buttons for the bar graph
statistic.
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12. Click OK.
Table + Bar figures are handy because you can have the numeric information as well
as a graphical representation—in this case the table contains the frequency
distribution, mean and standard deviation, while the bars show the mean.

Scatterplots for pairs of groups
1. Doubleclick on the group table + bar for one more variation.
2. Click on the General tab, and change the figure type to Compare Group Pairs—
note the tabs changed again to reflect the different feature set of this figure.
3. Click on the Compare Groups tab.
Compare groups does just that: compare the results of two related Question Groups.
In our case we’re comparing the importance and performance ratings from the grid,
but it could also be a comparison between two types of respondents on a single
Question Group.
4. The lefthand side of the dialog shows the first group, which we’ve been working
with already. On the right side, select G2: RatingsImportance from the Question
Group dropdown list.
5. At the bottom of the dialog are Label settings, one for each side. On the left, type
the label Performance, and on the right, Importance.
6. Click the Layout tab.
7. Compare groups can take several forms, in this case we want a XY Scatterplot, so
select that as the Graph Type in the upperleft corner.
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8. Click OK.

It looks like our data is very spread out for the different factors, but when we look
more closely we see the axes have automatically scaled themselves to fit the data
which may spread out small differences. Let’s change them to the scale endpoints
instead:
9. Doubleclick on the scatterplot—you should already be on the Layout tab.
10. Change the Horizontal and Vertical axes from “auto” to a Start of 1 and End of 4.
11. Click OK.
Now there’s a much tighter cluster in the quadrant for higher importance and better
performance.
On your own projects you might want to tighten up the labels, which can be done
either by editing the question grid Report Labels tab or creating custom Question
Groups.

Summarizing and cross-tabbing comments
OK, we’re down to the last figure for this tutorial: a look at the openended comments
respondents made.
1. Click on the blue bar at the end and Insert a Text Figure.
2. From the Question list, select Q11: Comments.
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3. Click Next twice to get to the By Crosstab/Filter screen.
4. Select the radio button for One Question.
5. In the list that appeared just below, select Q13: Trip Purpose.
6. Click Finish.
If this is the last figure in your report, it’s just broken across two pages which is a little
awkward.
7. Click once on the Text Figure you just inserted and under the Insert menu (not the
button), select Breaks.
8. Click New Page and click OK.

That’s all there is to creating reports. Of course there’s some additional polish to
finish it off, such as titles, footers, and figure numbering from the Document
Properties dialog, but these are the essentials of working with figure tiles. If you got
off track at some point, you can open the file Report Tutorial End.sp5 for a look at the
final settings.
Breaking Data Down in the next chapter has more details on delving into data.
Be sure to check out the ReportOn capability; it can be a big time saver when you
need to deliver a report to every person, store, department or region being
evaluated.
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Chapter 8
Breaking Data Down
While Creating a Report Chapter 7 introduces the report and figure creation process,
this tutorial gets into the tools which help you slice and dice your database. In this
lesson we use a table to demonstrate the features, but most of what we do can be
applied to any other figure type—tables just happen to be the densest figure type for
conveying detailed data.
In this tutorial you’ll learn how to:
�
�
�
�
�

Do crosstabulations
Setup Banners for combinations of crosstabs and filters
Filter or step entire report documents with Report On, a great time saver
when reporting on departments, regions, stores or 360 evaluators.
Create Rescales for restructuring and rearranging scales Use Stub lists to
include multiple questions in a figure Build complex crosstabs with Banners
Clone figures to insert many at once

Tutorial Notes
General
Tutorial Files

You can save your file and take a break any time you’re in the
main document screen.
Are in your SurveyPro Samples folder, by default under:
C:\Program Files\Apian Software\SurveyPro 50\SurveyPro Samples

1. Start SurveyPro.
2. File, Open Report Tutorial.sp5 and save it when prompted.
3. Close File History.
4. If you have not completed Creating a Report Chapter 7, click on the Questionnaire
tab at the bottom of the screen and review the survey we’ll be analyzing.

Adding a table of state names
1. Click on the tab at the bottom of the screen for the Custom Report.
2. From the toolbar, Insert

a Table.

3. From the list at the top of the dialog, select Q15: Home State.
4. Click Next.
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5. In the middle of the dialog, turn on Percent.
6. In the centerright, change Move counts at or under 1 into Others, to 0.
7. Click Next, and Finish.
OK, here’s the first iteration of the table: an automatic tabulation of the short written
answer State. (This is why we used scale 1 instead of the unique answers scale 3
when the survey was created.) While we could have SurveyPro reduce the table to
the most frequent responses, like sort to biggest 5 as with the pie chart in Creating a
Report, what about combining them into regions instead?

Copying and pasting figures
Rather than continuing to edit the same figure, we’re going to add a copy so you can
see how it evolves and compare settings in your final file.
1. Click on the table to select it, and press the Copy button
Ctrl+C.
2. Click on the blue bar just below the table, and Paste
Ctrl+V.

in the toolbar or

with the toolbar or

Unlike questions which can remain linked when pasted across documents and may
have data linked to a specific tile, pasted figures are always independent from the
original.

Adding figure numbers
1. These versions could get confusing, so click on the Document Properties toolbar
button
.
2. Click on the Autonumber tab.
3. Select the radio button for Standard Choices, and click OK.

Grouping states into regions with a Rescale
1. Now doubleclick on Figure 2, the table at the end.
2. Select the For Question(s) tab. At the bottom of the screen, change the
Modifiers setting to Rescale.
3. Since we don’t have any Rescales in this file yet, click the Insert button
next to the dropdown list that appeared.

Rescales modify the way SurveyPro’s reports work with your data, but do not change
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the underlying responses so you can have many rescales for each scale, applying them
in different situations. For example, on this question we could have one rescale which
groups respondents based on the distance traveled to the hotel, while another
rescale might be based on traditional regions and a third to split states by where we
advertise or not.
Each Rescale is tied to a specific scale type, whether it’s written, date, or a specific
checkbox scale, and the rescale dialogs are slightly different for each—see Modifiers
& Rescales in Help or the Reference Guide for more.

4. Leave the first dropdown on Whole Answers, and change the second to
Q15: Home State.
5. Click the Add button next to the Home State question.
6. Click in the list below, type TX and click Add next to your entry.
Since we don’t have all 50 states represented in the database, this would be the way
to add in the gaps. That way when you do collect additional answers in the future,
SurveyPro knows how to handle them.

7. Click Next.
Now that we have our raw entries, we need to group them into regions. For
simplicity, we’re just going to use Western, Central, Eastern, and Canada. The next
two dialogs are common to all rescale types.

8. In the first column, click on the checkboxes next to:
2: AZ
4: CA
5: CO
10: MT
11: NM
12: NV
14: OR
18: WA
and click the Combine button on the left hand side of the dialog.
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Yes, this is the way it’s supposed to look. The items you marked are all grouped into
one “Output Bin” called 11: <Untitled>. It is a little distracting all broken apart, and
since the alphabetical listing on the left means little in this case, we’ll clean it up.

9. At the bottom of the dialog are two sets of buttons, one labeled Input
Answers and the other Output Bins—click the Sort button for the Output Bins.
10. Click on the first 11: <Untitled> (next to AZ).
11. The First button on the lowerright should have become active; click it to
move this group to the top.
We’re going to go backandforth a little in this dialog because it’s the easiest way to
do this type of grouping.

12. Click the Next button.
13. Click in the first row and type Western.
SurveyPro provides a peek at the contents of each row in the lowerleft corner of the
dialog—a valuable doublecheck for more complex Rescales.
Below our new Western group is our lone Canadian, BC. A rescale can be simply a re
labeling of responses, so let’s take care of that now.

14. Click in the third row, BC.
15. Backspace over the current text and type Canada.
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16. Click the Back button so we can group the remaining states.
17. Now for the central states. In the first column, click on the checkboxes next
to:
1: AL
6: GA
7: IL
8: KS
9: MI
16: TX
18. Click Combine again, then Next.
19. Click in line 6, the row for the new bin, and type Central. Click Back.
20. In the first column, click on the checkboxes next to:
13: NY
15: PA
17: VA
and click Combine, then Next one last time.
21. For the last group, line 4, type the label Eastern.
22. The Canada group doesn’t belong in the middle of the others, so select it
and click the Last button.
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23. At the top of the dialog, type the Name for this rescale: Regions.
Rescales with their Output Bins are very similar to checkbox scales. Just like checkbox
scales can be unordered or ordered, and have values, so can Rescales.

24. On the lowerright, change Statistical Values Out to Ordered No Values
which will keep this sorted in figures.
25. Check your dialog against the one below.

26. Click Finish to save the Rescale, and OK to close the figure dialog.
This time the table got a lot smaller, with an understandable distribution for a hotel
located in Washington. Let’s complicate the table some more.

Using multiple questions in a table
1. Click once on the second table, Figure 2, and press the Copy button in the toolbar
or Ctrl+C.
2. Click on the blue bar just below the table, and Paste with the toolbar or Ctrl+V.
3. Doubleclick on the table at the end, Figure 3, to edit.
4. In the For Question(s) tab, change the upperleft setting to Multiple Items (stub
list).
While question groups produce calculations on a group sharing the same scale as a
whole, stub lists are a way to create sets of questions which may use completely
different statistics. Stubs are only available in tables and text figures, because charts
cannot present diverse scale structures.
5. Click the Edit Item List button that appeared just below your radio selection.
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6. We’ll keep this somewhat simple, so scroll down the lefthand list and click on
Q12: Amenities. Shift+click on Q15: Home State.
7. Click the Add > button.

We’re saving time setting up these figures because when the question was inserted, a
short, clear report label was set. Otherwise, not only would we be overriding labels,
we’d be hunting through lists of questions with names like “Q12: When you are...”
8. Click OK.
Now instead of a list of questions for the entire project, we have the set of four which
will be included in the table.
9. Click through the items in the list and notice that the Modifiers controls at the
bottom of the dialog change with the selection.
10. So we don’t have a 20 page table, click on Q14: Arrival Date and set its Modifier to
Months.
11. Click on Q15: Home State, click Rescale, and select the one we just added, R1:
Regions.
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12. Click the For Statistics tab at the top of the dialog.
Again, we see a list of the stub items because they have very different statistical
needs. We could use the “Apply Stats to All” button, and SurveyPro would apply your
selections to all the questions for which they were valid, but let’s be a little more
specific here.
13. Click on I1: Amenities in the top list.
14. Amenities has an Other blank which we don’t want cluttering the table, so in the
centerright of the dialog set Move counts at or under to 5.
15. The rest of the settings should be fine for all, so click OK to see the table.
The Amenities section has * instead of totals because it is a multiple choice question
so the total number of boxes checked is not meaningful. If you wanted to show the
number of people who answered you would add Replies in the For Statistics tab.
Replies are without No Answers; Forms are everyone.

Adding columns with Banners
We’ve expanded the number of questions in the rows, now let’s see what it looks like
when we start adding more columns.
1. Scroll up and doubleclick on Figure 2, our short table with the Rescale.
2. Click the By Crosstab/Filter tab.
3. Select One Question, and from the list that appears, choose Q1: Front Desk
Importance to you.
4. Click OK.

Editors note: this might strike you as backwards, that the opinion should be the
For question and the Region the By question in the crosstab, like “does the
importance (For, the effect) depend on where people visited from or whether
they were on business or pleasure (By, the possible cause)”. Good catch.
However this is a tutorial to show how the tools work rather than a real analysis,
so please bear with us.
Simple enough, so let’s add a Banner to put more information in the table.
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5. With the table still selected, press the Copy button in the toolbar or Ctrl+C.
6. Paste with the toolbar or Ctrl+V.
7. Doubleclick on the new Figure 3.
8. You should be back in the By Crosstab/Filter tab, so change the radio selection at
the top to Banner.
9. None are defined yet, so click Insert

next to the banner dropdown list.

Banners are named, reusable column specifications, though a “column” can also be
applied to pie charts, stacked bars, etc. Columns can consist of a simple Form Select
Filter (July’s responses), a 2D crosstab such as the one we just inserted, or a 3D
crosstab which compares several customer groups. Each banner item, Filter/2D/3D,
can produce one or more columns, as you can see in the 2D crosstab above which
produced four columns. Banners may include up to 500 columns, so they should be
able to accommodate whatever you need.
Aside from the ability to stack up all these items in a figure, Banners also allow you to
override the labeling and set statistics individually for each item, just as we did with
the stub list. Since these are saved settings, defining a banner can save you time when
you use the same crosstab many times.
10. At the top of the dialog, type the banner Name 3D Table. This name is for your use
and does not show in the reports.
11. Having a first item as an “overall” is useful, so leave item 1 on Filter only, All
Forms.
12. Click the Add button

to insert a row item at the end of the list.

13. With the new item selected, set it to 2D Crosstab at the lowerleft.
14. At the lowerright, select Q1: Front Desk from the dropdown list.
15. Click OK, and OK again to close the figure dialog.
Except for the Overall column (which the simple crosstab can add), the two are
identical.
16. Doubleclick on Figure 3 again.
17. Click the Modify button
18. Click the Add button

next to the banner selection.
to insert a row item at the end of the list.

19. Set this new item to 3D Crosstab.
3D crosstabs have an “inner” and “outer” question, with outer being the one on the
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top of the column heading. You’ll see in a moment. We’re going to split the
respondent’s visit date and inside that their trip purpose.
20. In the lowerright corner, set the Outer Crosstab to Q14: Arrival Date.
21. Click the More button to the right of the question selection.
22. Set the Modifier to Quarters and click OK.
23. Now set the Inner Crosstab to Q13: Trip Purpose.

24. Click OK, and OK again to see the table. You’ll have to scroll a little, since it’s
wrapping to three lines and breaking across the page.

Changing table layouts
One option for tables is to use a larger or landscape page layout, sometimes as a
separate report document from the rest of the figures. There are also layout options
which let you condense a table or change its orientation.
1. In the toolbar, click Document Properties

.

2. In the General tab, click the Print Setup button.
3. Change the paper size to Legal, with a Landscape orientation.
4. Click OK twice, and notice the table is still wrapping.
5. Doubleclick on Figure 3.
6. Click on the Layout tab.
7. In the upperright corner, click to turn on Percents below counts and Vertical
labels. Click OK.
Finally! Of course if we start adding more columns, maybe we’ll have to shrink the
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font size as well.
When you look at the table, you’ll see the three items: Filter set to All Forms, 2D
crosstab, and 3D crosstab. The filter could be any Form Select, and you could have
several stacked up. You can also apply filters to the 2D and 3D crosstab items. In the
3D, the “Inside” question Trip Purpose is repeated inside each of responses for the
Outer Arrival Date question.

Cloning figures for a series of questions
Another way to display data for several questions is the Clone Figure command—
sometimes this makes it easier to compare results than a single really wide table.
This is a common report style, especially when looking for relationships in a new
dataset: create a banner of demographic questions and cross tab all the opinions or
needs against it.
First let’s create our template figure.
1. Scroll to the bottom of the document and click the blue bar at the bottom.
2. Insert another Table. Leave Q1 as the For question.
3. Click Next twice to reach the By Crosstab/Filter screen.
4. Change the selection to One Question and pick Q13: Trip Purpose from the drop
down list.
5. Turn on Counts and Percents near the middle of the dialog.

6. Click Next.
7. On the lefthand side of the Layout screen, click Gray behind tiles, no lines.
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8. Click Finish.

Now for the cloning:
9. Click once on Figure 5 to select it.
10. Under the Insert menu (not the button), select Clone Figures.
11. Every question except the one used in the For Question tab is listed. In the
Clone column, click on the remaining grid questions, Q2Q10.

12. Click OK, and OK again at the confirmation for 9 figures.
Of course you could do this with copy/paste and editing the new version, as we did
earlier, but this is the fastest way to replicate figures.

Using Report On to filter and replicate reports
There’s one more tool in this lesson, and it applies to an entire document, not just
one figure: Report On. Report On acts like a filter or crosstab at the document level.
Common applications include creating quarterly or divisional breakdowns, as well as
employee 360 surveys.
We saved the best for last; Report On can be a real labor saver for you!
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1. The changes are easiest to see graphically, so scroll to the top of the report and
doubleclick on Figure 1.
2. Click on the General tab, and change the figure type to Table + Bars.
3. Click on the For Question(s) tab, and at the bottom change the Modifiers setting
to Rescale. Select R1: Regions from the list.
4. Click OK.
5. Under the Document menu, select Report On.
There are two panels, for filter and repeat, which can be used separately or together.
Since we’ve touched on filters in other tutorials, we’ll skip ahead to a repeat.
6. Click on the box for Apply Repeat.
The first option is whether you want this to be a global setting or only impact figures
using a special Form Select called Report On Selection. Using the second setting is a
great way to embed a databasewide Overall column in a table, while the rest of the
columns vary with the Report On setting.
7. Leave the Step Using setting on Question, and select Q13: Trip Purpose from the
list.
8. Click Show Overall, and OK.

A little navigation palette popped up, which allows you to scroll through the report
views which were just created. These are just views of one document, and that if you
edit a figure in one of the views it will ripple to all.
9. Click Forward and Back through the steps, and note the changes to the bar lengths
and counts as you do so.
10. Scroll down until you can see Figure 3, the Banner table, and note the columns
disappearing on all but step one (the Overall).
That’s it for this lesson, though the features we used can be applied and combined in
many other ways as well. If you are done playing with the reports, exit SurveyPro.
There’s a copy of the finished lesson file called Components Tutorial End.SP5 in the
SurveyPro Samples folder for your reference.
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Chapter 9
10-Minute Web Survey
One of the wonderful things about NetCollect is it has many options for your survey’s
layouts and functionality. Before we dive into the feature details in the rest of this
guide, this chapter takes you through the process building and locally previewing a
survey in just a few minutes.
In this tutorial you’ll learn how to:
�
�
�
�
�

Set a document to the Web format
Apply a theme
Add a new page
Set a login type
Preview a survey locally

The tutorial assumes you are already familiar with adding questions, grids, and scales

Setting up a Web survey document
1. Launch SurveyPro and enter your initials when prompted.
When SurveyPro starts, it’s with a new empty survey document in the Paper format.
The first thing you always want to do is change the document (questionnaire) type to
the Web format, as this activates all the Webspecific controls such as passwords.
2. From the Document menu select Properties, or click its toolbar button

.

The Document Properties dialog is where you set layout options for the survey
overall, such as margins, colors, headers, and question numbering. Individual question
and text tiles can override most of these settings.
3. Change the Questionnaire Medium to HTML for NetCollect.
4. Give your questionnaire the Web page title Quick Survey.
Your screen should look like the one below. This set the basic document type, so now
we can go ahead with a few other options before adding our questions.
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Applying a layout theme and editing the header
1. Click the Apply Theme button.
2. Pick the Blue theme.
As you can see from the preview, this loads a header, footer, background colors, and
button style for the respondents to click Next or Pause.
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3. Click Apply to preload the layout settings.
4. Back in the Properties dialog, click the Header tab.
5. In the middle of the dialog, click on the placeholder text Your Survey Title Here.
Headers and footers are assembled from one or more “cells” with each cell containing
graphics or text. Since each cell can have its own colors, fonts, and margins, there’s a
secondary dialog to provide the details.
6. Change the text to Quick Survey.
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7. Click OK. Back in the Properties dialog, click OK again to save your settings.
Now instead of a blank paper page, the screen shows three Web pages, each one with
a header and footer. SurveyPro starts you off with three pages because most Web
surveys have a “welcome” page which provides instructions and perhaps collects a
password, then one or more body pages, and finally a confirmation or “thanks” page.

Adding questions
1. Scroll down to Web Page 2 (the page number is just above each page’s gray
border). Click the thick blue bar between the progress bar and buttons so it turns
orange.
2. On the toolbar, click the Insert button and select Question.

3. In the big Questionnaire Text box, type Is this your first Web survey? and click Next.
4. From the Scale Selection dropdown list, pick 7: Yes/No (Unordered) and click
Finish.
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5. Click the blue bar under the first question and Insert another Question.
6. Give it the text How would you rate this survey? and click Next.
7. Change the Scale Selection to 9: Excellence  4 levels and click Finish.

Adding pages
Web surveys can have any number of questions on a page, though in this case we’re
going to add some page breaks and wrap up this quick survey. Because of the nature
of Web surveys, pages in NetCollect documents are treated a little differently from
those in a paper survey. Rather than thinking of them as 11 inches in a continuous
document flow, try to picture each page as an object—a box in a flowchart.
1. Click once on the second question to select it, and from the Document menu select
Edit Page List, or click its toolbar button

.

Within the Page Edits dialog, the contents of each page is provided by tile number
because you may have a mix of question, graphic, and instruction tiles on a page.
Because we had a tile selected when we brought up the dialog, we’re given the option
of breaking the page at that point.
2. Click the button Break page 2 at the selected tile 3.
Now the survey has four Web pages. Let’s add one more for some comments.
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3. In the upper list, click on the page P4 Untitled is donethanks.
4. Click the button Insert new page between 3 and 4 and check your screen against
the one below.

5. Click OK to return to the document screen.
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6. On the empty Web Page 4, click the thick blue insert bar between the header and
buttons.
7. Insert a Question and give it the text Comments?
8. Click Next and select scale 3: Nonrepeating or Long Memo Written Answer.
9. On the right hand side of the dialog, change the Entry Lines to “4” and click Finish.
Scroll through the survey and take a look at our questionnaire: Welcome, three body
pages, and Thanks.

Setting the login type
While brief, our survey is now complete. We could peek in the browser now, but
there’s one more setting to make the survey functionally complete.
1. Scroll up to Web Page 1 and doubleclick on Log in method undefined; doubleclick
here to setup.
2. Select the second radio button Shared Password(s).
3. In the box that appeared below the radio buttons, type for your Password quick.
Click OK.
Now the survey shows a password entry blank and a Start button. While SurveyPro’s
design screen approximates a browser display, let’s take a look at how the
respondent will view the survey.

Using the local preview
1. Save the survey to a location of your choice (somewhere you don’t mind a sub
folder being created).
2. On the toolbar, click the Preview in browser button

.

3. Click OK for the default file location. Click Yes to create the folder if prompted.
In order for a survey to function, for it to check passwords, execute skips, and send
data, it has to be running on a Web server. Because this is a layout only preview
without a Web server behind it, the left side of the survey pages is a panel which lets
you navigate among the pages in the survey. Click through the pages to see how your
questionnaire will appear to respondents. When SurveyPro does the local browser
publish it uses your computer’s default browser. You can also preview in other
browsers just by copying and pasting the file path in the browser address bar.
This is a good quick way to check your design, but NetCollect also makes it easy to
Publish your surveys to your live Web server as well. If you don’t yet have your
organization’s Web server configured, you can use a QuestionWeb demo folder (see
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Chapter 16) or set up a Localhost server on your computer (see the NetCollect
Reference).
Congratulations on your first NetCollect Web survey!
1. Back in SurveyPro, Close the Web Survey Setup dialog.
Now you can exit SurveyPro, create a new file, or continue playing with this survey.
Additional tutorials for layouts, passwords, and other features follow.
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Chapter 10
Working with Pages and Skips
In this tutorial you’ll learn how to:
�
�
�
�

Add new pages
Break pages at a particular tile
Set skips to jump ahead in the survey
Set branches which include pages for particular responses

The tutorial assumes you are already familiar with:
�
�

Accessing the Document Properties dialog
Adding questions, grids, and scales

Tutorial Notes
General
You can save your file and take a break any time you’re in the main
document screen.
Tutorial Files

Are in your SurveyPro Samples folder, by default under:
C:\Program Files\Apian Software\SurveyPro 50\

On Finishing

This tutorial has: An “End” sample file and
a live version at http://apian.com/support/tutorials/

In this tutorial we’re going to be applying skips and branching to improve the data
quality of a survey while also increasing its usability for respondents.
Skip: Like “If Yes, go to page 4”. A skip jumps ahead within the survey, either
sending some respondents ahead on the same path as everyone else, or
diverging respondent groups to completely different paths. Skips can be applied
to single answer checkbox or rating scales.
Branch: Branches in NetCollect act as “includes” of one or more pages for a
scale option. This lets you include a range of pages for sedan owners, another
range for convertible owners, and another for SUV owners. If you set a branch
from a multiple answer checkbox scale, a respondent who owns both a sedan
and a convertible would be presented detail questions for both types of vehicles.
If instead the branch were based on a single answer scale, they would only see
the page(s) for the one model selected.
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1. Start SurveyPro, enter your initials, and Open the sample file NC Tutorial 
Skips.sp5.
2. When prompted, click Yes to open a copy, and save it.
3. Close the File History dialog.
4. If needed, select the document tab 1: Widget Web and adjust the View, Zoom to
your preference.
Our starting survey is written for users of widgets with a straight path from the first
page to the end:

We’re going to make a few changes:
�
�
�

Adding a qualifying question to screen out people who don’t use widgets
Only asking respondents to rate the brands with which they’re familiar
Skipping children past the email address to comply with privacy law (COPPA
regulates data collection from children—see http://ftc.gov for more).
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All of this adds up to the following finished survey. Don’t worry—we get there step by
step!

Adding a screening question
Right now we don’t ask whether people use widgets, so that’s our first change to the
survey.
1. Bring up the Edit Page List dialog

.

2. Select P2 Brands/Shopping criteria and click Insert new page between 1 and 2
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Behind the Page List dialog you may see your survey pages go blank—this is normal
while you are editing the page list.
3. Click Edit Properties for the new page and change the Description to User?.

Setting descriptions for your pages is a good habit to get into when there are more
than 3 or 4 pages; it will help keep things straight and is likely to save time later.
4. Click OK to close the Properties dialog, and OK again to close the Page List dialog.
5. Scroll up to the new empty Web Page 2. Click on the thick blue bar between the
progress bar and the buttons.
6. Insert a Question.
7. Give it the Questionnaire Text Do you use widgets? and click Next.
8. Insert a new single answer checkbox scale with the labels:
Yes
I will within 6 months
No, and no immediate plans

9. Click OK to save the scale.
10. Back in the question’s Scaled Entry tab, change the Box columns to 1. Click Next,
and Next again.
11. On the Dimensions tab, set the Scale Entry Left Indent to 30 to match the rest of
the survey, then click Finish.
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For the people who mark the last scale option, we could skip them all the way to a
Thanks page, but in this case we want to see if we can get them to join a panel for
other surveys. So we just want to send them past all the widgetspecific questions to
the demographics. Scroll down to Web Page 7 and check out the destination. Right
now, that page has comments in it too, so we need to add a page break.
12. Click once on the instructions just below the comment question.
13. Bring up the Edit Page List dialog by clicking the toolbar button
Ctrl+B.

or pressing

14. Click the button Break page 7 at the selected tile 20.
15. With P7 still selected, click Edit Properties. Change the Description to Comments
and click OK.
16. Select P8, Edit Properties, set its Description to Demographics and click OK.
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17. Click OK again to close the Page List dialog. Now we have a destination ready for
our skip.
18. In the Document menu, select Skip Patterns.
This first page is the summary of skips and branches from each page. By default each
page continues on to the next one in the survey.
19. Select Page 2: User? in the list, the page to skip from, and click the Skip radio
button.
The question list includes all questions on this page or earlier in the survey which can
be used for skips (single answer checkboxes and ratings not in grids). In our case, it’s
already on the question we want.
20. Check the box Require Answer to question.
Normally we’d follow this by putting “required” in the question text, but we’re
skipping that nicety to save a few tutorial clicks.
21. On the left, select 3: To next on No, and no immediate plans.
22. Map it to the destination page on the right Page 8: Demographics.
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23. Click OK to save the skip definition.

24. Click OK again to close the main dialog.

Adding a branch for brand details
If you scroll up the survey, you’ll see three “Brand detail” pages which ask how
respondents view specific brands of widgets. On Web Page 3 is a question asking
respondents which brands are familiar to them which we can use to have
respondents comment only on the brands they know.
While a skip jumps ahead to a page, a branch includes one or more pages based on
the answer(s) you mark. In this case, we want respondents to see the detail pages for
any of the brands they recognize.
1. In the Document menu, select Skip Patterns.
2. Select Page 3: Brands/Shopping criteria and click the Branch radio button.
3. Leave the question on Q2.
While you can require an answer for a branching question, it’s possible the
respondent may not be familiar with any of the brands. Since we don’t have a “None”
box, it’s best to not require an answer in this case. As a general rule, requiring
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answers should be done with care because they can frustrate respondents which will
cause some to abandon the survey. Require an answer when your survey seriously
doesn’t work without it.
4. In the lefthand list, select 1 none included on Sprocket. In the righthand list,
select Page 4: Brand detail  Sprocket.
5. Repeat to map the Galaxy and Gizmo brands.
We could also ask about the Other response, including “piping” the answer they type
on Page 3 into a Brand detail  Other page to remind them who they’re evaluating. If
there were more questions for each brand, we could also select a range of pages to
include for an answer.
6. Branches need to know where to go when they finish, so select After branching go
to ?? and map it to Page 7: Comments.

7. Click OK to save the branch.

8. Click OK again to close the Skips and Branches dialog.
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Adding breaks and a second finishing page
Right now, the email information is on the same page as the age question. In order to
skip underage respondents past that legally dicey bit of data, we need add another
page break.
1. Scroll down the survey to Web Page 8 Demographics.
2. Click once on the text graphic starting with the privacy statement, just under the
Zip and Country questions.
3. On the toolbar, click the Edit Page List icon

or Ctrl+B.

4. Click Break page 8 at the selected tile 25.
5. Select P9 Untitled, then click Edit Properties.
6. Give the page the Description E-mail and click OK. Click OK again to close the Page
List dialog.
Take a moment to step back and review the page sequence. For anyone 13 or older,
they’ll submit the demographics page, then see the email page, then click Send
Answers to get the Thanks page. However, the respondents under 13 will go from
clicking Next on the demographics page to getting the Thanks page. While there’s
nothing to upset NetCollect in that arrangement, it’s a little disconcerting for
respondents to bypass a Finish or Send Answers button. To make this a little
smoother, we’re going to add an intermediate page for children.
7. On the toolbar, click the Edit Page List icon

or Ctrl+B.

8. Select P10 Thanks and click Copy page 10 and its tiles.
9. In the page list click <add a survey page> and click Insert copied page 10 at end to
add the new page.
Now Page 10 says it finishes, which we want as that’s going to be the message to
children. We also want to put a finish button on the email page.
10. Select P9 Email and Edit Properties.
11. Under Navigation, check Enable advanced exit page settings.
12. Select the second option Finished submit button.
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13. Click OK to save the page Properties.
14. Update the descriptions for pages 10 and 11, so 10 is Kids Panel and 11 is Thanks.

15. Click OK again to close the Page List dialog.
16. Scroll to Web Page 10 Kids Panel on the screen (the copy with the buttons).
17. Doubleclick on the text in the middle of the page and change it to To join our kid’s
survey panel, have your Mom or Dad call (800) 555-1234. Click OK to save the edit.

Skipping past the e-mail address
All of that was just prep work for the skip itself. While you can make changes to the
number of pages after skips are in place, it’s generally easiest to get the page order
set and then set the skip/branch logic.
1. In the Document menu, select Skip Patterns.
2. Click on Page 8: Demographics, then click the Skip radio button.
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3. From the upperleft dropdown list, select Q33: Age.
4. Check the box Require Answer to question (we’re legally bound to ask this one).
5. In the lefthand list, click on 1 to Next on Under 13.
6. In the righthand list, select Page 10: Kids Panel.

7. Click OK. Notice the skip has appeared in the summary list.

Skipping past the Kids Panel page
When you look in the summary list, note that the Email page comes just before the
Kids Panel page. We don’t want all the people over age 13 to see that notice, so we
need to skip them past the Kids finishing page.
There are two ways we can do this. We can use the GoTo setting to send everyone
who goes through page 9 ahead to Page 11, or we can use a Skip based on the earlier
Age question to jump everyone who didn’t mark the first scale option ahead. The
GoTo is simpler in this case, so that’s what we’ll use.
1. Select Page 9: Email and click the GoTo radio button.
2. Select Page11: Thanks from the list
The Exit survey completed option is there for when you want to send respondents to
a URL outside the NetCollect pages when they finish. Handing Data to Other Systems
on page 241 walks you through that feature.
3. Click OK to save the GoTo.
4. Check your screen against this one to make sure you have all the skips and
branches set:
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Notice the List to Clipboard button at the upperright. Since skips and branches are
normally only visible when you actually step through your survey online in testing, it is
handy to record the design. That’s what the button is for, it captures a text
description which you can paste it into a word processing document to save or print.
These buttons are in a number of dialogs for such documentation purposes.
5. Click OK to close the Skips and Branches dialog.
6. Save your SurveyPro file.
If you got lost along the way, there’s an End sample file for this tutorial. To see the
skips in action, go to: http://apian.com/support/tutorials/
You can also publish your file to your own server or a QuestionWeb Demo folder per
chapters 1618.
As respondents go through the survey, they can back up and change answers on
questions which drive skips. NetCollect will remember the answers for both paths
until they finish the survey, at which point the data saved will only be their final path.
That means two things:
�
�

The respondent sees the answers they put in even when the change, and re
change, their minds along the way.
The data is only saved for the path they finally decided on. Any skipped pages
will have no answers on them even if the respondent had filled something in
before backing up.
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Chapter 11
Adding Dynamic Elements
This tutorial adds answer tests, randomized grids, and answer piping to a survey.
In this tutorial you’ll learn how to:
�
�
�

Randomize the rows in a grid Randomize the options in a scale Add a None
option to a scale
Set required fields and error notices
Pipe an answer forward in text

The tutorial assumes you are already familiar with:
�
�

Adding questions, grids, and scales
Working with pages and skips

Tutorial Notes
General
Tutorial Files

You can save your file and take a break any time you’re in
the main document screen.
Are in your SurveyPro Samples folder, by default under:
C:\Program Files\Apian Software\SurveyPro 50\

On Finishing

This tutorial has:
• An “End” sample file
• A live version at http://apian.com/support/tutorials/

Dynamic question elements can both improve the respondent experience and
increase data quality. Like skips and branching, they’re a place where you can tailor a
survey to each respondent, but without their being aware they’re singled out in any
way.
1. Start SurveyPro, enter your initials, and Open the sample file NC Tutorial 
Dynamics.SP5.
2. When prompted, click Yes to open a copy, and save it.
3. Close the File History dialog.
4. If needed, select the document tab 1: Widget Web and adjust the Zoom to your
preference.
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Take a minute to scroll through the survey. If you completed the Skips tutorial
Chapter 10, the basic design will be familiar. On the productspecific rating grids,
you’ll see the rows bracketed by letters. The first letter is a SurveyPro Autonumber,
which will maintain proper order after randomization. The second letter is a static
portion of the question text, there only to illustrate the randomization when you see
the survey on a server.

Adding a page to ask about Other responses
Right now, the survey followsup with detail questions when you mark a specific
brand, but doesn’t ask respondents about their “Other” brand choice.
1. Bring up the Edit Page List dialog

.

2. Select P6: Brand detail  Gizmo and click Copy page 6 and its tiles. (This edits the
page list, while the Copy to clipboard is text of the whole list for documentation).
3. Select P7: Comments in the list and click Insert copied page 6 before 7.
4. With the new P7 still selected, click Edit Properties.
5. Change the Description to “Brand detail  Other” and click OK.

6. Click OK again to save the Page List changes.
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Piping the Other text forward
1. Scroll so Web Page 7 Brand detail  Other is visible on your screen.
Our newly copied page still says “Gizmo Widgets” so we need to update it to match
the Other content. We could just type “Other” in place of “Gizmo” but it’s much
better to pipe the respondent’s actual answer forward. Piping has several meanings in
surveys—in this case we’re referring to making a respondent’s answer appear in later
in the survey.
2. In the Object Tree, expand the Database Questions node (if it’s not visible, turn it
on
) and scan through the list to check which one asks about the brands they
know.
3. Doubleclick on Page 7’s Gizmo Widgets text graphic.
4. Change the Text Content to Other Widgets: _ANSWER_Q2O_ where the last portion is
Q2 and a capital letter “o” for Other.
Be sure to include the leading and ending underscores “_” as this strict format is
required for the server scripts to see the piping command and insert the respondent’s
answer.
With this text, the respondent will see as the heading “Other Widgets: whatever the
respondent types”. If instead we had simply replaced “Gizmo” with the answer pipe
command, a respondent who typed “Acme Widgets” as the Other brand would then
see “Acme Widgets Widgets.” Any time you’re piping a field the respondent types,
you’ll want to make the text as tolerant as possible, including allowing for plurals and
empty responses.
5. Click OK to save the heading.
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Fixing up the branch for our new page
Since we added a page for Other responses, we need to update the Branch which
includes the detail pages.
1. From the Document menu select Skip Patterns.
2. Select Page 3 and click Edit.
3. On the left hand side, select none included on Other, and on the right hand side
select Page 7: Brand detail  Other.
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4. Click OK to save the Branch, and OK again to close the Skips and Branches dialog.

Randomizing grid rows
NetCollect will randomize boxes in an unordered checkbox scale and rows in a grid. It
creates and saves a random order for each respondent, so if they go forward and back
through a survey they won’t see items rescramble themselves.
Our survey has several grids. The one on Page 3 could be randomized, but we
manually typed that “Other” label at the end, and we don’t want it to end up in the
middle. A trick for that it to break Other into its own grid, but instead let’s just focus
on the detail page grids.
1. Still on Web Page 7 Brand detail  Other, doubleclick on the rating grid.
2. First of all, we need to clean up the Report Label—change it to “Brand rating 
Other.”
3. Select the Rows tab.
SurveyPro’s grid dialog has two modes, a quick setup level and advanced settings. In
your survey’s grids you’ll need to change to Advanced on the General tab to access
the randomize controls.
4. At the bottom of the dialog, turn on Randomize Each Respondent’s Order.
5. Click OK to save the changes.
That took care of one of the grids, but we’ve got three more brand detail pages in this
survey.
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6. Turn on Randomize for the grids on pages 46.
Because the grids all have 5 rows, not only will the respondents see the same order as
they go forward and back, they’ll also see every instance of that grid in the same
order.

Adding a None box to a scale
1. Scroll up to Web Page 3 Brands/Shopping criteria.
This is an important question in the survey, so we want to make sure the respondents
mark an answer. Of course while some respondents may intend to start using widgets
within 6 months, they may not have started researching brands yet so we need to
give them a None option.
2. Doubleclick on the brands question.
3. Select the Scaled Entry tab.
4. Modify

the scale.

5. Under the option for an Other blank, mark Add Explicit N/A.

We could have just typed “None” as box number 4, but then it would have been
inserted above the Other blank. We’d also then have the same problem as with our
ranking grid, in that randomizing the scale would shuffle the None option. By using
SurveyPro’s special Explicit N/A, we’re creating a box which will always appear under
the Other blank, and which also has some special logic where it won’t let the
respondent mark this box in addition to other items—even in multiple answer scales
like this.
6. Click OK to save the scale and OK again to close the Question dialog.
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Right now the label is “N/A” which is OK, but let’s customize it a little.
7. Bring up Document Properties

.

8. Select the Web Page tab.
9. At the bottom of the screen, change the label for Explicit No Answer N/A to
“None”.
10. Click OK to save.
Now our scale definition is complete, but we can add a couple more features.

Setting limits on a multiple answer scale
Sometimes you’ll want to limit the number of boxes a respondent can mark, such as
requiring they pick only their top 3 choices. In addition to this upper limit, you can set
a minimum number of boxes they must mark.
1. Doubleclick on the brands question.
2. Select the Advanced Options tab.
The last setting is the one we want to change. It currently allows respondents mark
none of the boxes up to all of the boxes.
3. Set the Minimum to 1.
We can leave the maximum on All for our shoppers who do a lot of widget shopping.
If we were providing a list of 20 brands, each with a detail page, we’d probably want
to change the question to “Mark up to 3 brands that you are most familiar with” to
keep the survey length tolerable.

Randomizing a question’s scale
NetCollect will randomize unordered scales, either single or multiple answers, in both
standalone question tiles and in grid columns (just not grid rows and columns at
once). As with the grids, it takes only a moment to turn this on—especially since
we’re already in the right tab.
1. Set the Ordering to Randomize.
2. Click OK at the “Are you sure” confirmation.
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Before we save the question, we’ve got one more step.
3. Select the Question tab.
4. Click at the end of the Questionnaire Text, press Enter, and type “(Mark at least
one box)”
5. Click OK to save the question.

Setting required answers and error notices
In addition to making a question required in its Advanced Options tab, you can also
set required questions and formats in the Answer Tests dialog. This dialog is where
we can also tailor the error notices respondents will see when they answer
incorrectly.
1. Bring up the Web Survey Setup dialog

.

Under Answer Tests, you can see a summary of the fields which are being tested.
2. Click the Edit button next to Answer Tests.
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3. Click on Q2, the multiple answer checkbox scale we edited, so you can see its
settings.
When NetCollect receives an invalid response on the server, it sends the page back to
the respondent with a general message at the top of the page, and a detail message
above each question with a problem.
Below the list of questions, you’ll see three sections. The first section is for Must
Answer questions, where a response is required. This picked up our setting from the
question dialog, and is showing the default error message for a missing response.
Because this error message line is just for this one question, we can make it unique to
this instance. Our question text already says “Mark at least one box” so rather than
repeat that we can offer a hint.
4. Change the Must Answer Error Line to If you are unfamiliar with any brands, please mark
None

The next section is a check on the Other blank. If a respondent has JavaScript
enabled in their browser, the survey will provide an interactive Other blank, marking a
the box when the click in the typing area, etc. If a respondent was answering a single
answer scale and had JavaScript turned off, then they could potentially type in the
Other blank but mark another radio button. This is the error which would appear in
that circumstance, but since it’s not really an issue for us, we can leave it be. If you
play around with the live “End” version of this file, the Other blank enforcement may
become clearer.
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The last section is the general notice displayed at the top of each page. In most cases,
the generic text is fine because you want the message to work with a variety of
problems.
We’re done with our brands question. Following it in the survey is our ranking grid,
next to whose questions you can see “Rank” marked. NetCollect picked up our scale
definition which prohibited reusing ranking levels.
5. Scroll through the list of questions until you reach the demographics at the end.
Next to the Zip/Postal Code and Email questions you can see a test enabled. These
don’t say “Must” like Q2, which means that SurveyPro is checking for a valid pattern
in any answers it receives, but will let respondents leave the question blank.
6. Select Q42: Email.
Now the top Must Answer section is mostly grayed out, but we have an opportunity
to change the pattern error.
7. Change the Pattern Error Line to Enter your address in the format name@domain.com
8. Select Q41: US Zip code.
The question text already specifies a US Zip or Canadian postal code, so there’s not
much elaboration we can do in an error message. In cases like this the default “not
usable” message works, so we’ll leave it be. However, we do want to make one
change here: setting this as a required answer.
9. Turn on Must Answer Question.
Nothing says error messages can’t be more than information, so let’s put a plea in
ours.
10. Change the Must Answer Error Line to Please enter your location so we know where to
open new chapters!

While you can’t see it in this list, the question text here already says “required.”
11. Click OK to save your Answer Tests, and Close the Web Survey Setup dialog.
12. Save your SurveyPro file.
If you got lost along the way, there’s an End sample file for this tutorial.
To see the randomization and answer tests in action, go to the live sample survey at:
http://apian.com/support/tutorials/
You can also publish your file following one of the methods in Chapters 1618 .
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Chapter 12
Defining Logins
Your NetCollect Login impacts both the security of your survey and the respondent’s
experience. NetCollect supports a variety of password and pause/resume
configurations—this tutorial will walk you through both anonymous and password
restricted logins.
In this tutorial you’ll learn how to:
�
�
�
�
�
�

Specify multiple shared passwords
Set resume options for anonymous surveys
Edit the Pause page Change button layouts Edit button labels
Hide the Pause button
Create a password file from within SurveyPro
Convert a username and password file from another source

Tutorial Notes
General
Tutorial Files

You can save your file and take a break any time you’re in the
main document screen.
Are in your SurveyPro Samples folder, by default under:
C:\Program Files\Apian Software\SurveyPro 50\

On Finishing

Publish to a server in Chapters 18 (demo), 19
(QuestionWeb) or 20 (own server).

Useful definitions
Login: A login is how a respondent enters your survey. You may require a password
or user name, or leave the login unrestricted. Logins may be done manually by a
respondent typing and clicking, or you can create URLs with login information
embedded within them (see Chapter 12 on embedded surveys and The Respondent
EMailer Guide).
Pause and Resume: Pausing a survey saves all the answers a respondent has marked
and brings up a page with instructions on how they can resume the survey later to
finish. All NetCollect logins allow respondents to pause, with the specific methods
depending on whether it’s an anonymous or unique password survey. You can also
disable the pause function if you want respondents to finish in one sitting.
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PIN File: Some surveys only use one or two passwords, keeping random visitors from
completing the survey. At other times, you may have hundreds or hundreds of
thousands of passwords assigned to individuals. NetCollect surveys use a special .PIN
file format for checking passwords and managing status (not started, in progress,
done). The file may include values you generate from SurveyPro, or it could be a
conversion of values from another source such as customer IDs.
Cookies: We’re all familiar with bookmarking a page or adding it to our Favorites
(same function, different browsers). A cookie acts very similarly to a bookmark, but is
created and loaded by the NetCollect server application to allow the respondent to
resume easily. Cookies are very handy at times, but you should never count on them
as cookies can be blocked or deleted in a respondent’s browser. Cookies can also
create confusion when your respondents are sharing computers, as they may be
welcomed back to someone else’s survey.
1. Start SurveyPro and Open the sample file NC Tutorial  Passwords.sp5.
2. When prompted, click Yes to open a copy, and save it. Close the File History
dialog.
3. If needed, select the document tab 1: Widget Web and adjust the Zoom to your
preference.
Once again we have a Widget Association survey. As we get started, the survey will let
respondents enter with no password and the default resume settings. Scan through
the survey and note the buttons appearing on the first, middle, and nexttolast
pages. Right now, we’re using one of NetCollect’s graphical VCR style button sets—
later we’ll change that to the browser button style.
Unlike many of the tutorials which take a linear approach from rough survey to final
version, this tutorial is designed to introduce you to multiple variations of the login
feature so we’ll change the same settings several times.

Applying a shared password
Shared or “global” passwords keep casual visitors from getting into your survey while
maintaining individual anonymity. This can be a single value for everyone or you can
use several values reflecting different divisions or customer segments.
1. Bring up the NetCollect Respondent Management dialog by doubleclicking on the
Start or Next buttons on any Web survey page.
2. Change the Survey Login to Shared Password(s).
It’s important to set the main Login type first as the other options on the dialog
depend on your selection.
3. Below the Survey Login, type as the Password WidgetUSA, WidgetCanada
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Be sure to get the comma between the two values. Because the password a
respondent uses is saved with the rest of their answers, selectively assigning values
can sometimes save you asking a question or two on the survey. In this case, the USA
and Canadian chapters would issue their members the password for their region,
letting us track their membership. If you have many values you’d like to use, you can
create a PIN file instead of manually typing them. We’ll get to PIN files later as we set
up individual respondent passwords.
This survey doesn’t require much in the way of security, so we’ll make it easier on
respondents and leave the Case Sensitive box unmarked.

4. Click OK to save your changes.
Now the first page of the survey has a line of instructions and an entry blank for the
password.

Setting resume options
NetCollect’s default settings above allow respondents to pause and resume surveys
by clicking the survey pause button
and bookmarking the pause page or adding
it to their Favorites. The bookmark resume works in most situations because each
respondent will have a personal computer at work or home that they’ll use to start
and finish the survey. However, sometimes you’ll have a respondent population using
shared computers (such as health care and student environments) and respondents
may start the survey on one system, pause, and finish on another computer. For that
situation, we can have the server issue a unique code to each respondent, which they
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can jot down and use to resume later from a different computer.
1. Doubleclick on the login area to bring up the dialog again.
2. In the upperright corner, check Server assigned 5alphanumeric return user ID and
click OK to save.
The values the server issues are in the special NetCollect format which tolerates
common errors such as a lowercase “l” or uppercase “I” for a one “1.” The
substitutions are especially handy in this situation where respondents will be
resuming off a scribbled note.

Changing login labels
NetCollect added a second field for the resume ID, but if you were a respondent
arriving at this page would you completely understand what was going on? The
serverissued code is a great option for surveys, but it’s not a common Web interface
so we need to expand on the instructions a bit.
1. Doubleclick on the login area again.
Our two labels are at the bottom of the screen. While brevity is often good, don’t be
afraid to be a little verbose in your instructions.
2. Change the Shared Password Entry Label to Enter the password to start a new survey
3. Change the Resume Code Entry Label to To finish a survey, enter the 5 digit code you
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received when pausing

4. Click OK to see the changes.
That’s better for clarity, but the button labels are blending into the instructions
above. We can make them stand apart a little more by adjusting the borders and font.

Changing the login layout
1. Bring up the login dialog again.
2. Select the Layout tab.
3. For the Login Button Area on the left side of the dialog, turn on Top and Bottom
lines, 3 pixels wide, in gray.
4. At the bottom of the dialog, change the Label text style to T2: Scale.

5. Click OK to save your changes. Click the preview toolbar button
it looks like without the blue bar and other editing lines, then back to

to see what
.

Now the login area is easily distinguished from the rest of the Welcome page
message.
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Editing the Pause page
In our shared computer environment, we don’t want respondents to bookmark the
survey or someone else could finish their questionnaire. If we want to be strict we can
use the Login dialog to reject bookmarked pages, but in any case we need to modify
the default Pause page instructions.
1. On the toolbar, click the Edit page list button

.

2. Select Auto Page: Pausing enabled and click Edit Properties.
3. Click in the message area and arrow down to read the full text.
4. Delete the first paragraph, and edit the second paragraph to say: Write down your
personal access code so you can finish later from another computer: _SERVER_SET_RID

When you see all capital letters with underscores in NetCollect, it’s a variable which
the server will replace on the fly—in this case with the 5 digit server issued code. In
addition to including _SERVER_SET_RID on the Pause page, you can also type that
code in the survey instructions, perhaps telling respondents to jot it down when they
start the survey.

5. Click OK to save the Pause properties, and OK again to close the Page List dialog.
To see the final Pause page, the survey would need to be running on a Web server.
Always remember to test all aspects of your projects!

Creating a file of unique passwords
Unique passwords (or user name/password combinations) are the only way to restrict
each respondent to a single submission. The values can be generated by NetCollect or
you can import a list of existing customer or employee IDs. We’ll be doing both in this
tutorial.
Respondent EMailer : We’re going to setup the password file inside SurveyPro for
this login tutorial, but if you want to use the Respondent EMailer to send invitations
and reminders then you should create the password “.pin” file there. It is the same
basic process but provides more visibility and data cleaning tools plus managing the
linkages with respondent email addresses and their online status. The Respondent
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EMailer has its own Reference Guide (usually in C:\Program Files (x86)\Apian
Software\RespondentEMailer5) and there is a tutorial on it later in Chapter 19. You
would create the PIN file there before doing the next steps.
Let’s setup a unique password login:
1. Doubleclick on the login buttons.
2. Change the Survey Login to Unique Respondent ID file.
Under Resume, our server assigned ID option just disappeared because respondents
can resume with their password instead.
3. Under Respondent ID File click the Make File button.
The dialog defaults to generating passwords from scratch and to a PIN file in the same
location as our SP5 file, which is just what we want. You may be tempted to mark the
case insensitive option, but when you’re using the Apian password scales 30 or 31, it
will automatically be case insensitive (see Understanding the NetCollect Special
Passwords in Help or the NetCollect Reference Guide).
If we were constructing a Respondent EMailer file the PIN file would have already
been created there and would simply be named here.
4. Our association has 1500 members but we want plenty of spares, so in the lower
right area, enter as the Number to make 2000
5. Leave the scale on 30: Apian 4alphanumeric, which are codes like A3M9.
5. Click OK to generate the file and OK again on the confirmation.

Selecting a question for the password
1. Our new file is selected in the Login dialog, so click OK to save your settings.
Oops, we have an error notice. When we set up the initial login, NetCollect
automatically created some questions to manage the password and resume codes.
Because we’ve been mucking around a bit, it wants us to be more specific about the
field we use.
2. Click Cancel on the error notice.
3. On the lowerleft, click the Link Question button.
4. Leave the setting on Create New and select S30: Apian 4alphanumeric user ID
which matches the values we generated.
If instead you used S1: Short Countable Written, NetCollect wouldn’t be able to do
the smart substitutions for human foibles (like 1 for l or 0 for O), thus causing entries
to be rejected for reasons the humans will perceive as unreasonable.
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5. Click OK to save the new question
6. Do a quick fix on the password Label, changing it to Enter your password
Click OK to close the Login dialog.
7. Save your SurveyPro file.

Hiding the pause button
Respondents who pause don’t always come back to finish, so in some cases the best
response rate on shorter surveys is achieved by not giving them a pause option.
1. On the toolbar, click the Edit page list button

.

2. Select Auto Page: Pausing enabled and click Edit Properties.
3. Check Disable Pause Page, OK and OK again.
Now as you scroll through the survey, the middle pages only have two buttons for
forward and back.

Changing button text
Earlier we changed the login labels, but now we’ll go ahead and change the button
text itself.
On the toolbar, click the Document Properties button
Select the Buttons tab.
Change the Button Style to Browser Button labels.
Note that the buttons are grouped by type, with the login page, middle pages, and
next to last page each having their own label settings.
4. Change a couple of the labels to your preference and click OK.
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If you have a graphic designer, you can have them create new graphical button sets
for your surveys (see Reference Guide). Otherwise, the browser buttons will let you
tailor the text or translate it to other languages.

Converting a list of user names and passwords
We’re down to the last section!
The Widget Association has a Web site where its members log in to see memberonly
information. Rather than issue respondents a fresh password for the survey, instead
they exported the login list from their site.
Note the emails have not been used as passwords. In general they do not make good
passwords: people have more than one, share them and keep changing them, lots of
people know your email address (it’s almost like using “password”) and it is not
human bulletproofed. If respondents do not already have a unique personal ID then
we recommend using the Apian 4character or 5character codes.
Creating password files in SurveyPro or Respondent EMailer is just like importing
other data files. You’ll need to know whether the first row is data or field names, and
what data is in which column. In this case, our file is quite simple:
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1. Bring up the Login dialog.
2. Set the Survey Login to Respondent Name and Password file.
3. Our file uses the member’s email address for the “Name” so in the lowerleft
corner change the Respondent “Name” Entry Label to “Enter your email address”
SurveyPro has defaulted to a new question for the password which is fine; we need to
link to one for the email address.
4. Under Respondent “Name” Entry click Link Question.
5. Leave it on the defaults and click OK. No need to use the email scale  it would
only add extra checking since the name has to match what is in the .pin file anyhow.
6. Under Respondent NamePassword File click Make File.
Again, most of the defaults are just what we need. The Source is set on Comma
delimited file which is the same type as our CSV file.
7. Next to the ASCII File blank at the top, click the Browse button

.

8. Select NC Tutorial  Passwords.csv from your SurveyPro Samples folder and click
Open.
9. Set the output file name
The next few fields relate to the contents of your particular list. In many cases, the
Name is the unique field, but the Passwords may repeat as multiple people use
“fluffy” as their favorite pet name. At other times the password may be unique, or
only the combination of the two fields. In our file, the “Name” or email address is the
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unique field, so the default is correct.
10. Check Prepare file for case insensitive lookup so people who habitually capitalize
their email address won’t be rejected.
11. Set the Name Source Field to Field 1, and the ID Source Field to Field 2.
12. Check Ignore record one so nobody can enter with “Email address” and
“Password,” our column headings.

13. Click OK to build the password PIN file, and OK on the success notice.
When SurveyPro converts your CSV file into a PIN file, it’s adding fields for the session
ID and status (not started, in progress, done), sorting the fields for fast searches, and
checking for duplicate entries. This is why you can’t simply rename your CSV file with
a PIN extension.
14. The rest of the definition is good, so click OK to close the Login dialog.
And on the first page of the survey, we have yet another login blank and button
arrangement:
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That’s it for your whirlwind tour of passwords! If you’re linking to a survey from a
Web site or email invitation you may also want to see Embedded Surveys in the next
Chapter for information on embedding the password in the starting link, and see
Chapter 19 for how to email invitations with those passwords with the Respondent
EMailer.
If you want to play with your final login, you can publish your file to a server with
Chapter 16 (demo), 17 (QuestionWeb) or 18 (own server).
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Chapter 13
Loading Data into a Survey Online
One of the wonderful things about Web surveys is their ability to personalize a
questionnaire for a respondent. This may be as simple as the skips and branches
covered earlier in this guide, or as complex as embedding a questionnaire in a
familiar intranet or shopping Web site. In this tutorial, we’ll be applying some of
NetCollect’s “embedded survey” features in a member survey. The respondents will
be asked to confirm their contact information, and we’ll also set up a behindthe
scenes skip based on their membership status.
In this tutorial you’ll learn how to:
�
�
�
�

Pipe data from a file into text strings Pipe data from a file into questions
Add a hidden field
Skip based on hidden data
Embed a password in a starting URL

The tutorial assumes you are already familiar with:
�
�
�

Editing questions and text
Skips and branches
Login dialog

Tutorial Notes
General
Tutorial Files

You can save your file and take a break any time you’re in the
main document screen.
Are in your SurveyPro Samples folder, by default under:
C:\Program Files\Apian Software\SurveyPro 50\

On Finishing

This tutorial has:
• An “End” sample file
• A live version at http://apian.com/support/tutorials/

There are lots more options for embedding NetCollect surveys. See Understanding
Embedded Surveys in NetCollect in the Reference Guide for the whole story.
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“Piping” is one of those terms in surveys which are used in many different ways.
Before we go too far, here are some common terms and how they relate to
NetCollect’s embedded surveys.
Pipe In: Pulling data from an outside source into your survey. The source may be
ASCII data files or a SQL compatible database. The data pulled into the survey
may be based on a demographic or other category question, such as pulling in a
department name and manager when the respondent enters a department code.
It can also be specific to a particular respondent, such as a reminder of the last
product they purchased. One survey may have multiple Pipe Ins defined.
Pipe Out: All NetCollect surveys generate SDH data files which are what
download and import when you Get Latest Data in SurveyPro. In addition, you
can generate ASCII data files containing answers to some or all of the questions.
You can also write data directly to a SQL database. One survey may have multiple
Pipe Outs.
Pipe Answer Forward: On survey page 2 the respondent may say their favorite
brand is Gadget, but your survey may not get to brand specific questions until
page 6. Answer piping can be used to copy their response forward in the survey,
either within a text comment or setting a starting value in a later editable
question. (Used in Chapter 11 as well as here).
URL with Data: We’re accustomed to typing simple URLs such as:
http://questionweb.com/11706/
but when looking at embedded surveys, we’re often using more complex
addresses:
http://questionweb.com/11706/Piping.asp?P1=EL0&Q1=12
URLs with data embedded—either starting a survey or coming from a finished
questionnaire—are relatively straightforward ways to pass information between
Web applications. Common with emailed invitations like Chapter 19.
1. Start SurveyPro, enter your initials. Open the sample file NC Tutorial  Piping.sp5.
2. When prompted, click Yes to open a copy, and save it.
3. Close the File History dialog.
4. If needed, select the document tab 1: Questionnaire and adjust the Zoom.
The first page of questions will probably be familiar, but the rest of this survey is
tailored to touching base with the Widget Association membership. Scroll through the
survey. Note there’s a page where it provides the current contact information, then a
page where the member can update that data. The last two pages are both set up as
Thanks pages (Page List dialog, Page Properties), and we’ll be sending respondents to
one page or the other based on the membership status in our data file.
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Taking a look at our address data file
In most cases, you’ll be pulling survey data in from an ASCII file. Database connections
can also be used, but they’re a bit more complex and require assistance from your
database administrator. Whenever possible, you want the ASCII file to contain only
the data you need. In our case the sample is all ready, so we just need to take a peek
to see what’s in it.
1. Start Microsoft Excel or another spreadsheet program.
2. From the same folder as the other sample files, Open NC Tutorial  Piping.csv. You
may need to change the Files of type dropdown to All Files (*.*) before it will appear
in the Open dialog. (Excel may accept a simple doubleclick on the file name).

In our file, we have basic information for 11 Widget Association members. When you
look at a data file, it’s important to note:
�
�
�
�
�

Whether the first row has field names or data
If data in each column directly matches the SurveyPro scale into which it will
be piped (if applicable)
Any partial or duplicate records which may need repair
Excess fields which could be deleted
The order of the fields

Some of this will make more sense as we map the file into our survey. In this example,
the first row does have field labels, there are no duplicates, but the state data of 2
letter abbreviations doesn’t match SurveyPro’s state scale which would automatically
take either a box number or the full state name label.
3. Close Excel and switch back to SurveyPro. Do not save changes if prompted.
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Setting up our login method
In order to bring in the right information for each respondent, we need to set the
survey up to use the passwords in our data file.
1. Scroll up to the first page of the survey and doubleclick on the Start button.
2. Change the Survey Login to Unique Respondent ID File.
3. In the middle left of the dialog, turn off Onetime use
Most of the time you do want unique passwords to restrict people to one
submission—we’re just turning it off to make the sample file easier to play with.
4. Near that setting, click the Make File button.
NetCollect lets you generate new passwords for surveys, or convert values in an
existing data file. In this case, the values we need are in the first field of our address
data file. Remember to use Respondent EMailer to build the password file instead
when you are going to send invitations in a real project.
5. For PIN or Password Source select Commadelimited file.
6. Click the Browse button
click Open.

that just appeared. Select NC Tutorial  Piping.csv and

That selected the source file for our passwords, but we need to tell SurveyPro where
in the file to find the values. It will then extract them from the .CSV, check for
duplicates, sort, and output a .PIN file for use on your Web server.
7. Set the Source Field to Field 1, and check Ignore record one so we don’t make the
column label “Password” a valid entry code
8. Leaving the folder path intact set the Output PIN File Name to an unused name.
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9. Click OK to create the PIN file. Click OK again on the confirmation that it wrote 11
values.
One last step and we’ll be set with the password. We need to tell SurveyPro which
question to use for collecting the logins.
10. In the lowerleft corner, click the Link Question button.
11. Leaving all the defaults as they are, click OK in the Link Question dialog.
12. Check your screen against the one below, and then click OK.
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Collecting the membership status
In addition to reflecting piped data back to respondents like we’ll do for the address,
we can also pull in and act on information which the respondents never see. In this
case, we want to thank current members for their support, and remind past members
that their subscription has expired. Because we had this data in our file, we can use
this to drive a skip, just like skips based on respondentprovided answers.
1. Scroll to Web Page 2 Ranking.
2. Click once on the instructions “When shopping for widgets…” and Insert a
Question above it.
3. Leave the Questionnaire Text blank so nothing shows on the page to the
respondent. Set the Label for Report Figures as Member Status and click Next.
4. Select for the scale 7: Yes/No (Unordered).
5. On the right hand side of the dialog, set the Entry Style to No visible entry.
That’s the key piece to have NetCollect create a data field but not put a checkbox or
entry blank on the screen for the respondent.
6. Click Finish.
Right now all it says is [HIDDEN] which lets you know there’s a question there, but not
which one. To find out what question it is, you can open up the edit dialog or you can
use the Object Tree to see where you are.
7. If the Object Tree isn’t showing on your screen, turn it on with the View menu.
8. Expand the Database Questions node.
9. Click on the Hidden question and note that a red outline appears around the box
for Q2: Member Status.
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Adding hidden fields for the address data
Scroll to Web Page 3 of the survey. In the text for the respondent we have
placeholder text for their contact information. However, plain text doesn’t give
NetCollect any place to store the data we’re bringing in, so we need to create some
hidden questions to hold the information. Then the visible text on this page becomes
a reflection of those hidden questions. These fields will always contain the original
data from the ASCII file, as we’re not giving the respondent the ability to change them
directly. The next page of the survey contains questions for the respondent to make
corrections.
1. Scroll down to Web Page 4 where we have fields already set up for the address
updates.
2. Click once on Email address and Shift+click on the Zip question.
3. All five questions should now be selected. Copy the questions using Ctrl+C or the
toolbar button (rightclicking to access that menu will deselect the questions).
4. Scroll up to Web Page 3 and click once to select the instructions “Our records
currently show…”
5. Paste the questions above the instructions.
When working with hidden fields it’s important to remember that the underlying
scale structure is just as important as for anything a respondent answers. Because we
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picked up copies of questions which already had the right assortment of address
scales, we saved ourselves some time versus adding new questions as the hidden
ones. Now we just have to remove the visible aspects of these questions.
6. Doubleclick on the Email address question.
7. Change the Label for Report Figures to “Email on file”
8. Delete the Questionnaire Text.
9. Select the Scaled Entry tab.
10. Change the Entry Style to No visible entry and click OK.
11. Repeat for the remaining questions.

Don’t worry about the white space showing inside SurveyPro. As long as the
Questionnaire Text field is empty, NetCollect will truly hide the fields when it
publishes the HTML pages and not show any extra white space.

Mapping the data file into our questions
Now that we have all our questions ready to receive the data, we can tell NetCollect
how to bring in the information. This is very similar to database imports in SurveyPro,
so some of the concepts and screens may be familiar to you.
1. Bring up the Web survey setup dialog
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2. Next to Embedded Operation click Edit.
In NetCollect, Embedded Operations are functions that hook into a standalone survey.
This could include passing data via the starting URL (which we’ll get to in a bit), saving
data directly out to ASCII as well as NetCollect’s SDH format, or truly embedding the
surveys as a module within a larger Web application.
3. Select the Data Piping tab.
This screen handles all data transfers into or out of a NetCollect survey. The top half is
Pipe Ins, data coming into the questionnaire from an outside source, while the lower
portion is Pipe Outs for when you’re handing data out of the survey to an ASCII file or
database (see the next Chapter 14 for Pipe Outs). You can have multiple Pipe Ins and
Pipe Outs for a single questionnaire.
4. Insert a new Pipe In.
5. Type for the Pipe Name Contact Info from File.
6. Click the Browse button

next to the File Name field.

7. Select NC Tutorial  Piping.csv and click Open.
All the other defaults are just what we need, including the comma delimiter and that
the first record has field names rather than data. Now that the basics of the data file
are set, we just need to map its fields to our questions.
8. Select the Field Matchups tab.
Look back to the Excel screen and note the order of the fields. The password is the
value which will be entered in the survey, and then be used to pull that respondent’s
value into the file. As with SurveyPro imports, that value is referred to as the Key, and
must be unique within the data file.
9. In the first row, next to Q1, set the Field Number to 1 and click the radio button to
make it the Key.
Part of why we defined the login earlier in this tutorial was so that SurveyPro would
create the password question for us. In general, you’ll want to define embedded
operations after the rest of the survey is complete.
10. For Q2, set the Field Number to 7 —the membership status is the last column in
our data file.
11. Scroll down, and map the remaining fields 2 to 6 to our hidden “on file” questions
Q1519:
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Now if you look back again at the contents of the CSV file, you’ll see that it contains
two letter state abbreviations. The scale we’re using in SurveyPro has the full state
names as labels. Now we could go back and do a mass replace in our data to put in
either the state names or checkbox numbers, but we can also add a data map which
NetCollect will use to match up the values.
12. Click under the Map column for Q18: State on file.
13. This activated the Scale Mapping controls under the list of questions. Insert a new
mapping.
For the sake of this tutorial, we’re going to take a little shortcut here. Our data file
happens to only have data for Oregon and Washington so those are the two
mappings we’ll create. In your surveys, it’s very important to have a perfect match or
translation between the data and scale, because if NetCollect can’t make a match it
can’t bring in that answer.
14. Scroll down the list until you see Oregon.
15. Click in the ImportExport File column and type OR as the value NetCollect should
expect in the CSV file.
16. Set the value for Washington to WA .
17. Set the Map Name to “State Abbreviations” and check your screen against the one
below:
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18. Click OK to save the mapping.
We’ve now set the piping into our hidden fields, Q1519, which will be used to show
respondents the address information we have on file. For the respondents who say
they need to update their information, we could give them empty blanks to type into,
but it’s nicer to prefill those questions with the current data in case they only have to
change one or two items.
NetCollect executes the piping the first time it loads a page with the question, not
again when a respondent steps back and forth over that page.
19. Repeat the field matchups for the visible questions, including selecting from the
list the scale value mapping we just created for the states:

20. Click OK to save the Pipe In definition. Click OK to close the Embedded NetCollect
dialog, and Close the Web Survey Setup dialog.
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Showing the current address information in a text graphic
Right, the address information will be copied into the hidden fields, but we also want
to reflect that data in text for the respondent to see. This can be done with other
information as well, such as piping forward the product name a respondent indicated
in a checkbox or text field (Chapter 11 case).
1. If you closed your Object Tree, open it back up (View menu) and expand the
Database Questions node again.
The commands we’re about to type use the internal SurveyPro Q numbers, so having
that tree open is a good quick reference about where we are. It’s also the reason
setting up the piping is best held off until the survey structure has stabilized.
2. Scroll to Web Page 3 and doubleclick on our placeholder text tile beginning with
“Email.”
What we’re going to do is replace the five words currently in this tile with their
corresponding hidden question numbers, This means you’ll want to leave the comma
when you replace “City” with its piping command, as well as the space between
“State” and “Zip.” For the answer piping to work, you need to get the underscores
and Q numbers just right so NetCollect recognizes them as variables.
3. Typing very carefully, set the Text Content for the tile as follows (you can paste
unformatted):
_ANSWER_Q15_
_ANSWER_Q16_
_ANSWER_Q17_, _ANSWER_Q18_

_ANSWER_Q19_

When the NetCollect scripts run the survey on the server, they look for the
_ANSWER_Q_ strings and replace them with the data provided. Because these
commands are entered manually, it’s important to test carefully, and you’ll need to
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update the Q numbers after any edits to the question order.
4. Click OK to save the text.

Setting the skips for address updates and membership status
By default, respondents always go through every page of the survey. In this case,
we’re asking respondents if their address information is current, and if it is, we want
to skip them past the update fields.
Also, since we have the membership status in our hidden question, we can skip
respondents to the right Thanks page. Scroll down to the end of the survey to take a
look at the two versions.
As always when working with skips and branches, giving the Web Pages names when
you create them—rather than leaving them “Untitled”— makes things much easier
(Page List dialog, Properties).
1. From the Document menu select Skip Patterns.
2. Click on Page 3: Address  Current and click the Skip radio button.
3. Leave the question on Q20 and check Require Answer to question.
4. Under the Answers list, select 1 to Next on Yes and set its Goes to page to Page 5:
Comments.
This will send respondents with current information past the update page.
5. Click OK to save the skip.
Now we need to set the skip to the correct Thanks page. While the hidden
membership information was piped into Web Page 2, we need to set the skip on the
last page of questions in the survey.
6. Click on Page 5: Comments and click the Skip radio button.
7. Set On Answers to Question to Q2: Member Status.
We do not want to require this answer because there’s no way for respondents to
correct the data in a hidden question, a perfect way to drive respondents crazy – and
away. While our 11 record file is pristine, it’s not uncommon for this type of data file
to have missing or incorrectly formatted values. If our file had missing values, we
could add to the survey a third Thanks page which didn’t mention a specific
membership status.
8. In the Answers list select 2 to Next on No and send those respondents ahead to
Page 7: Thanks  Non member.
9. Click OK to save the skip, and check your settings:
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10. Click OK to close the Skips and Branches dialog.

Embedding the password in the starting URL
Our piping and skips are now complete! We could publish the survey as it is and
respondents could complete the survey by typing in their passwords. However,
there’s one other nice trick you can use when sending respondents email invitations
or providing customized hyperlinks within a Web application. In addition to pulling
data in from an ASCII file or database like we did for the address, you can also pre
load data into a survey through the starting URL. Theoretically we could have
embedded all the address information in the URL, but that can get messy so we’re
just going to include the password.
1. Bring up the Web survey setup dialog

.

2. Next to Embedded Operation click Edit.
This is the same dialog we were in for the piping, but this time we’re working in the
Launch tab.
3. Set Launch with Preload to Optional.
If we were passing more than just the password we might make it required, but
setting the launch to Optional lets us also have respondents start the survey by
entering their password manually. Most of the defaults are perfect for a simple
embedded password, since that’s most common application.
4. Set Q1: Login Shared Password to Rqd (Required).
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5. Click OK to save the Launch settings and Close the Web Survey Setup dialog.
6. Save your SurveyPro file.
If you got lost along the way, you can open the End sample file for this tutorial.
To see the piping in action see our sample live at:
http://apian.com/support/tutorials/.
In addition to clicking the link and manually entering the password, this survey can be
initiated with the password already in the URL. Type the address below into your
browser, replacing “PWD” with a number from 1020 (our passwords):
http://questionweb.com/11706/Piping.asp?P1=EL0&Q1=PWD
The end portion is P1 (one), EL0 (zero), and Q1 (one). If you publish this to your own
server, you’ll replace
http://questionweb.com/11706/
with the location to which you publish. “Piping” is the base filename set during
Publish, so either use the same name for your file or replace that portion with your
name. Full syntax for embedded URLs is in the NetCollect Reference Guide.
As you go through the survey, note how changing the address information doesn’t
affect the page listing what’s currently on file. This is because we piped the data into
hidden fields especially for the current data. If instead we’d only used one set of
fields, changing the entries on Page 4 would ripple back to the values shown on Page
3 if a respondent backed up in the survey.
Note: The live sample treats each login as a new session (shared passwords) rather
than resuming any surveys in progress l
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Chapter 14
Passing Online Answers to Other Systems
You can always bring your SDH files into SurveyPro and export the data to a variety of
formats, but sometimes a direct approach is better. Using the embedded survey tools,
you can have the NetCollect scripts save responses to ASCII files on the Web server.
You can also have the scripts send data out in the final URL, handing the respondent
off to another Web application or a followup survey when they finish the survey.
We’ll be setting up both these functions in this tutorial.
In this tutorial you’ll learn how to:
�
�
�
�

Save selected fields to an ASCII file on the Web server (Pipe Out)
Set field names for the ASCII file
Map the SurveyPro scale values to custom values for the ASCII Skip to an
exit URL
Embed data in the exit URL

Tutorial Notes
General
Tutorial Files

You can save your file and take a break any time you’re in the
main document screen.
Are in your SurveyPro Samples folder, by default under:
C:\Program Files\Apian Software\SurveyPro 50\

On Finishing

This tutorial has:
• An “End” sample file
• A live version at http://apian.com/support/tutorials/

Pipe Out: All NetCollect surveys generate SDH data files which are what download
and import when you Get Latest Data in SurveyPro. In addition, you can generate
ASCII data files containing answers to some or all of the questions. You can also write
data directly to a SQL database. One survey may have multiple Pipe Outs.
URL with Data: We’re accustomed to typing simple URLs such as:
http://ourwebsite.com
but when looking at embedded surveys, we’re often using more complex addresses:
http://ourwebsite.com/somepage.asp?Q2=”Fred”&Q3=”Jones”&Q4=3
URLs with data embedded are relatively straightforward ways to pass information
between Web applications.
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1. Start SurveyPro, enter your initials, and Open the sample file NC Tutorial 
DataOut.SP5.
2. When prompted, click Yes to open a copy, and save it.
3. Close the File History dialog.
4. If needed, select the document tab 1: Widget Web and adjust the Zoom to your
preference.
Take a moment to scroll through the survey. It’s very brief, just one page of survey
questions and then a page of contact information. The questionnaire requires both
the name and followup questions be answered as they’re used to drive some of
features we’re using in this tutorial.
Our Thanks page promises that respondents wanting followup will be contacted
within 24 hours. Importing and exporting the data every day would become a tedious
hassle for the SurveyPro user, especially since the survey designer is generally more
interested in the ranking questions anyway. So instead, we’ll define a Pipe Out to
ASCII of the contact information. This way, the customer service team can simply pull
their file every morning without bothering the survey designer.

Saving direct to ASCII on the Web server
1. Bring up the Web survey setup dialog

.

2. Next to Embedded Operation click Edit.
In NetCollect, Embedded Operations are functions which hook into a standalone
survey. In this case, we’re dealing with the outbound data functions.
3. Select the Data Piping tab.
If you completed the tutorial Loading Data into a Survey in the previous chapter, you
worked with inbound data using the top half of the dialog, the Pipe Ins. Now we’re
going to add rules to the lower half for Pipe Outs. You could have several pipeouts,
such as a data subset of contact information, as well as the full question set if you
were handing responses to an analyst who didn’t have SurveyPro.
4. In the lower half of the dialog, Insert a Pipe Out.

Setting the basic ASCII format
If you’ve done exports from SurveyPro, the next couple screens will be somewhat
familiar. Our first tab is setting properties of the ASCII file we’re creating, independent
of the fields we’re selecting.
1. Give it the Pipe Name Contact Data Out
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As you can see, you have an option of ASCII or SQL. Pros and cons of the two methods
are covered in the NetCollect Reference Guide.
2. Type for the File Name SurveyEntrants.csv
Our next two options are whether to archive the file or add partials. While a survey is
live on a Web server, it’s accumulating data in an active file which you can see in the
data file list, but which you can’t download. To download data, you “archive” it and
NetCollect gives it a unique name with the date and time. Because we want the
customer service team to download the data files every day, we do want this file to
archive.
Because these files will be used for the final survey drawing as well as followup, we
do not want the partial responses because those are not qualified respondents.
3. Check Do not add partial completions.
Most of the defaults are fine, but a couple changes will make the file more accessible.
4. Set Checkbox and ranking answers export as to Label Text.
5. Set Put quotes around answers to All written answers.
Now our basic ASCII settings are complete.

Selecting fields and setting their names
1. Select the Field Matchups tab.
In this tab we tell NetCollect which fields to save, and type a field name which will
appear in the first row of the ASCII data files.
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2. Scroll down until you have Q13: Name at the top of the dialog.
3. Click in the column to the left of Q13, type Name and press Enter.
4. Continue adding field names as shown here:

In addition to the basic contact information, we’re including two other fields to help
the customer service representatives. The first is whether the respondent is
requesting followup, and the second is when the form was submitted. A common
error in this type of data handoff is forgetting a field someone needs, so it’s
important to include all data recipients in your testing cycle to make sure their needs
are being met.
That’s it for the basic field selection. When the first record is field names, NetCollect
will only save named fields. If instead the file had data in the first record, that first
column would instead have been a series of checkboxes to select the fields. Note that
the fields will always save in the same order as the internal Q list, which is usually the
same order as the questions on the survey.

Changing the checkbox values saved
Within SurveyPro, checkbox data is stored as box numbers beginning from 1. When
importing and exporting data, you can automatically match and save data using either
this box number or the checkbox labels. However, there are times when you may
need something a little more customized. In this case, our State scale lists the long
state names. Our fictional customer service team, however, is using a database which
expects the two letter abbreviations. Using what SurveyPro calls a Scale Mapping, we
can set our Pipe Out to save with the abbreviations.
1. Click anywhere in the row for Q18: State.
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2. Below the field list, Insert a Scale Mapping.
3. Set the Map Name to 2 Letter States
All you have to do here is type a value for each scale label. Whenever you use scale
mappings, it’s important to type a value for every label, because if you leave a row
blank SurveyPro will save a blank for that answer.
4. Click in the second column next to Alabama, type “AL” and press Enter.
5. Continue setting as many labels as you like (the “End” sample file for this lesson
has a full mapping if you plan to Publish this file to your server).

6. Click OK to save the scale map.
Now back in the field matchups screen, we can see that Q18 has a “1” in the Map
column, and shows a mapping in the dropdown list. Once a map is defined for a scale
in your SP5 file, you can use it repeatedly. While you’re unlikely to ask State multiple
times, this is handy if you’re using a key like “SA” for every rating marked “Strongly
Agree.”
7. Click OK to save the Pipe Out, and OK again to close the Embedded NetCollect
dialog, and Close the Web Survey Setup dialog.

Sending finished respondents to another Web site
That’s it for a basic Pipe Out. Right now, even with the Pipe Out our survey is a stand
alone application, with the respondent and scripts interacting only within the survey
pages. However, we can also send respondents out to another Web site when they
finish, or better yet, hand a respondent off to another Web application with some
data.
2. Scroll down through the survey until you see the Thanks page.
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Right now, this page applies to all respondents. We’re going to send those requesting
contact to the Association’s site instead, so we can remove the text about being
contacted from the NetCollect Thanks page.
3. Doubleclick on the Thanks text, and delete the second paragraph “If…”.
Click OK to save the tile.
First we’re going to keep it simple. We’ll use a skip and send respondents to a static
Web page on the association’s site with the “you’ll be contacted” message.
4. Bring up the Web survey setup dialog

.

5. Next to Embedded Operation click Edit.
6. Select the On Exit Completed tab.
7. Uncheck Default survey done message.
If there is no Thanks page in a survey, the NetCollect scripts will generate a generic
“Thanks” message. We want something a little fancier, since we’re keeping our in
survey Thanks page, as well as setting an exit URL.
8. Type for the URL http://apian.com
Always be sure this is a complete URL starting with “HTTP.” That’s all it takes to send a
respondent to a Web page.
9. Click OK to save the exit URL, and Close the Web Survey Setup dialog.

Using a skip to select who goes to the URL
Right now we have two “exits,” a Thanks page within the NetCollect document and a
URL. When both are present, NetCollect will default to displaying the indocument
Thanks. We could delete the Thanks page and send everyone to the URL, but instead
let’s use a skip to direct some of our respondents to each destination. In this survey,
we want to send the respondents wanting followup to the outside Web site.
1. From the Document menu select Skip Patterns.
2. Select Page 3 and click Skip.
While there’s only one page after 3, the Thanks page, we actually have two
destinations in the righthand side of the dialog. The second one is our URL.
3. Leave the Question on Q20, and map 1 to Next on Yes to Exit survey completed.
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4. Click OK to save the skip, and OK again to close the Skips and Branches dialog.
Now our thanks URL can be tailored to include the followup message because only
those respondents requesting contact will see it.

Sending data out as part of the exit URL
Now imagine if we were sending respondents to a script instead of a static HTML
page. Instead of a generic “you’ll be contacted” message, we can thank the
respondent by name. If we wanted to, we could tailor the page based on their contact
request, but since we’ve already got that skip defined we’ll leave that be.
5. Bring up the Web survey setup dialog

.

6. Next to Embedded Operation click Edit.
7. Select the On Exit Completed tab.
8. Change the URL so it’s now http://apian.com/demos/widgetsurveyhandler.asp
Before, we could send respondents to a URL without a specific page name at the end.
However, whenever you’re sending data out to a script, you need to specify an actual
page.
9. Select Pass back answers.
10. In the list, check the Send box for Q13: Name.
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While you could select more answers to send out in the URL, most servers have a limit
on the length of the string. Also, anything in the URL is sent via unencrypted Web
traffic, so even if the survey were running under SSL you wouldn’t want to embed
sensitive information such as a Social Security Number in the URL. When you need to
pass large amounts of data or sensitive information, you can use one of the other
methods in Embedded Surveys in the NetCollect Reference Guide or Help.
In this case, we’re just passing a little bit of information through the URL, enough for a
Web developer to personalize the destination page with a “Welcome Jane Doe!”
message.
If you were running a survey with this type of one day followup promise, you could
have the customer service lead log into the Control Panel and manually archive each
morning. However, you could also set up an automatic archive for each morning at
8am or so. In the Control Panel, this setting is under Advanced Options, Automatic
Data Management.
Or, if you have a little more time with that Web developer, you could send out the e
mail address and a couple other details in the URL, but instead of sending them to a
personalized page you could also run them through an email function which would
alert customer service realtime. With embedded surveys, you have many
possibilities!
11. Click OK to save our settings, and Close the Web Survey Setup dialog and save.
If you got lost along the way or didn’t complete the list of state abbreviations, open
the End sample file for this tutorial. To see the ASCII Pipe Out in action, publish the
survey to your server and give it a try. To see the exit URL with the page customized
to the data handshake, see our sample at: http://apian.com/support/tutorials/.
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Chapter 15
Creating Server Online Reports
SurveyPro gives you great reporting flexibility to delve into your data. However,
sometimes you’ll want to give clients or managers a peek at the results as the survey
is live, which is what NetCollect’s realtime server reports can provide.
In this tutorial you’ll learn how to:
�
�
�

Create multiple realtime server reports
Create an additional activity log (outside the control panel) Password protect
reports
Set a report as the Thanks page of a survey

The tutorial assumes you are already familiar with:
�

Logins and passwords dialog

Tutorial Notes
General
Tutorial Files

You can save your file and take a break any time you’re in the
main document screen.
Are in your SurveyPro Samples folder, by default under:
C:\Program Files\Apian Software\SurveyPro 50\

On Finishing

This tutorial has:
� An “End” sample file
� A live version at http://apian.com/support/tutorials/

If you are not yet familiar with the login controls you can complete this tutorial, but
you may find the section on restricting access to be short on explanations. See the
password tutorial in Chapter 12 for a better understanding.
Instant reports are maintained on your Web server, and their data is updated every
time a respondent completes the survey. They can include some or all of the
questions and basic statistics. For more sophisticated reports you can also export any
SurveyPro report to HTML, though those reports are not managed with NetCollect’s
upload and passwords, or regularly print SurveyPro reports to PDF for web access.
First, we’re going to create a couple of detailed reports with restricted access. These
are typically used by the survey project managers and their clients to monitor
response rates, demographic splits, etc. Then we’ll add a briefer report and set it as
the Thanks page of the survey so respondents can get a picture of their fellow
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respondents.
1. Start SurveyPro, enter your initials and Open the sample file NC Tutorial 
Reports.sp5.
2. When prompted, click Yes to open a copy, and save it.
3. Close the File History dialog.
4. If needed, select the document tab 1: Widget Web and adjust the Zoom to your
preference.
This file is another variant of the Widget survey you’ve used in other tutorials. It has a
variety of question types so we can see how they appear in the reports. Take a skim
through the questionnaire to see what it contains.

Setting up an activity log
1. On the toolbar, click the Web Survey Setup icon

.

2. In the middle of the dialog, next to Online Reports and their Login Pages, click Edit.
For each NetCollect questionnaire in your SurveyPro file, you can have multiple server
reports which are accessed through one or more login pages. The top half of the
dialog lists the login pages, while the lower half lists the reports you’ve defined and
which login they’re using.

NetCollect automatically generates an initial login page with a random password and
an activity log style report when a NetCollect document is created. You can edit or
delete these as needed.
1. In the lower reports half of the dialog click the Modify button (middle of the
pencil).
Activity logs show the number of people who have completed the survey at any time.
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While you can access this report through the Control Panel, you often don’t want to
give your colleagues and clients the full administrative access that comes with the
Control Panel, so you can set up a separate login for them.
For a real report you’d probably want to add an introductory remark explaining the
completed and in progress portions of the table. However, for now we’re set with the
defaults.
2. Click Cancel.

Modifying the Default Login
We could leave the password with the random value NetCollect generated, but often
you’ll want to set your own values.
1. In the upper half of the dialog click the Modify button (middle of the pencil) to edit
the report Login.
If you’ve set up a survey login, this dialog will be very familiar. The options for report
logins are just like the ones for questionnaires, it’s just the resume aspects which
differ.
2. Change the Password to tutorial and check Case Sensitive.
3. We want to let users know this, so change the Shared Password Entry Label to
“Enter password (case sensitive).”
4. In the upperright corner, change the Login Designer’s Name to Private access tutorial

This name is for internal use within the design dialogs only, and will not appear on any
documents.
For each report login, you need to set the name of the ASP page.
5. Set the File/URL Name for Login Web Page to widgetdata
6. Check your screen against the one below and click OK.
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Back in the report management screen, our activity log is now updated with the new
login name. It also indicates the name of the file it’s using for the login as a reminder.

Creating a detailed report
In addition to the activity log, we want to be able to see all the answers respondents
have provided. The server reports are excellent for this type of quick view, with
SurveyPro’s offline reporting for indepth analysis. Note that the offline reporting
can be very quickly updated once defined with the Get Latest Data button.
1. In the lower half of the dialog click the Insert button (pencil point) for a new report.
2. Give the report the Name Detail Report
3. Set the Report Type to Instant Online.
While you can certainly select all the statistics (SurveyPro will only show valid
calculations for each question), too many tend to clutter up a figure. Also, with any
kind of significant response rate, written answers will end up dominating the report.
Answers to Other blanks and comments are most valuable after they’ve been cleaned,
coded, and tabulated in SurveyPro.
4. In the center of the screen, uncheck Percent, Replies, Sorted and Other blank
writtens.
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That sets the general preferences, and now we need to select the questions. As this is
our detailed report, we just want to leave out the written answers.
5. Click the Questions and Groups tab.
By default, NetCollect picks up the report labels you defined when creating your
questionnaire as the captions. While the current ones are a bit terse, they make sense
for an internal user of the report. We’ll modify them on the version the respondent
sees.
To keep this particular report from growing to 50+ pages, we want to leave off any
written answers.
6. At the top of the dialog, click the Show Tabs button which selects only the
questions which it can tabulate (Tabs) and clears any typedin answers.
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7. Click OK.
Our new report is showing in the list, but needs to have the login set.
8. Next to Detail Report, click <pick a login page> and select the Private Access page.
Whenever you have multiple reports referencing one login page, NetCollect will
create a selection menu along with the password entry field.

Creating a comment report
While the comments are a distraction amid the tabulations, it can be nice to peek at
what people are saying as the survey goes along.
1. Again under Reports in the lower half of the dialog, Insert a new report (click in the
left column to ungray the Insert button).
2. Give it the Name Comments and set it to Instant Online.
Most of the other settings don’t apply because we’re just going to include comments,
so we don’t have to worry about tuning the statistics.
3. Select the Questions and Groups tab.
4. Click the Show None button to clear all the questions, and then mark the box next
to Q19: Comments.
5. Click OK, then set the Login to our Private Access page again.
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That’s it for our private reports. Now when clients or colleagues go to the
widgetdata.asp page, they’ll be prompted to enter a password and to select which of
these three reports they’d like to view.

Creating a brief public report
Now that our colleagues and clients are taken care of with the detail reports, we want
to add a report which is visible to respondents. This is a nice no cost compensation to
respondents when the data isn’t sensitive. We could set up another login page, but
it’s simpler to set this up as the Thanks page to the survey.
1. In the lower half of the dialog, Insert another Report (click in the left column again
to ungray the buttons).
2. Set the Name to Widget Survey Results and set the Report Type to Instant Online.
Since this is our Thanks page, we want an introductory comment thanking the
respondents.
3. For the Introductory Remark type Thank you for completing the Widget User Survey!
In this case, we want a very simple report as we want to give respondents an idea of
the results, but not reveal the number of respondents or their identities.
4. Among the statistics, uncheck Count, Mean, Replies, Sorted, and Other blank
writtens.
5. Under Access, set Required responses to 20
This is useful both for obscuring the number of respondents and for protecting
individual anonymity. Respondents 1 through 19 will see a notice asking them to
check back later.
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6. Set Figure Captions to Above figures.

7. Click the Questions and Groups tab.
In this case, we just want to provide a peek at a few answers. Remember for your
surveys that by default all questions will display—including confidential information
such as email addresses.
8. At the top of the dialog click Show Tabs.
As before, that cleared all the typein fields.
9. Click on the second row, the Ratings grid.
Below the questions, the gray caption box should now say QG1: Ratings.
10. Change the Caption setting to Customize and type as the label How people pick their
widgets

As you typed, the caption in the list of questions was also being updated for your
reference. For a real report we’d go through all the labels and customize them, but
that gets a bit tedious in a tutorial.
11. Uncheck the Age, Gender and Country questions.
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12. Click OK to save the report.

Creating a second login page
We want to add second login method for the respondent report, which will have no
password. When you have an unrestricted login with only one report behind it,
viewers will completely bypass the login page and just see the figures.
1. In the upper half of the dialog, Insert a new Login page.
2. Set the Report Login Method to No Password.
3. Type for the Login Designer’s Name Public access
4. In this case the default URL is fine, so click OK.
5. Now that the login is defined, set the Widget Survey Results report to use it.
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And that’s it for defining our reports and logins. Now we just need to set the public
report as the Thanks page for the survey.
6. Click OK to close the NetCollect Reports dialog.

Setting a report as the thanks page
We’re now back in the Web Survey Setup dialog, which is where we can set a Thanks
URL for a survey, rather than the page within the document.
1. Under Embedded Operation, click Edit.
2. Click the On Exit Completed tab.
3. Uncheck Default survey done message.
Now instead of a Thanks page within the NetCollect survey document, we can send
people to any location on the Internet. For some surveys, this may be a page in an
intranet or marketing Web site. In our case, we want to send respondents to the
public report we just defined. If you look back in this tutorial, you’ll see the public
report has the file name “report”. This means that when SurveyPro publishes the files
for this survey, it will create one named “report.asp” in the same folder as the survey
pages. Since the survey and report are in the same folder, we don’t have to bother
with a full URL (http://…) in this field.
4. In the URL field, type report.asp
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5. Click OK. Click Close in the Web Survey Setup dialog.
By default, when you set up a NetCollect document it will set up the last page as a
Thanks for respondents. We need to remove this page or the scripts will have two
ways to deal with the exit and will default to the Thanks page rather than the URL.
There are times you’ll have both defined—see Handing Data to Other Systems in the
previous chapter for an example.
6. On the toolbar, click the Edit Page List icon

or Ctrl+B.

7. Select P6 Thanks and click Delete page 6 and all of its tiles. Click OK to confirm.
8. Select P5 Demographics and click Edit Properties.
9. Under Navigation set the page to Finished submit button.

10. Click OK to save the page properties, and OK again to close the Page List dialog.
11. Save your SurveyPro file.
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And now we have a survey with two sets of reports: one password protected for
administrators and one public for interested respondents.

Printable Answer Summary
Respondents for some surveys may want to have a record for their files of their
answers, something they can easily print and file rather than printing each page. It
needs to be before or on the Finish page, the one where the answers are submitted,
so it can track the path through skips and branches, present the same grid or scale
randomizations and borrow the survey layouts.
The core of the added page is a special tile that shows the questions and answers.
1. Go to the Document, Edit Page List.
2. Add a new Page 6 at the end.
3. Edit the P5 Demographics properties to turn it back to Automatic midsurvey.
Click OK
4. Edit the P6 properties, call it Printable Answers, change the Navigation to Finished
submit button and click OK twice to return to the survey design.

5. Scroll down to page 6 and click the blue insert bar. Insert a new Inline
Text/Graphic tile.
6. Select the Web Answers option and click OK.
7. There will be a placeholder tile in the survey which will turn into the printable
report online.
Put some instructions before and maybe after so your respondent would know why
they are seeing the same questions again yet cannot change the answers!
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8. Insert an Inline Text/Graphic tile above the placeholder with something like
Here is a recap of your answers which you can review, and if you wish, print for your own
records. If you see any answers you wish to change use the Back button.
When you are done with your review and printing, click the Send Answers button to submit
the results. (You will not be able to change or print after that).

9. Save the survey.
If you got lost along the way, there’s an End sample file for this tutorial. To see the
reports in action, go to: http://apian.com/support/tutorials/
You can also publish your file to a server using one of the next 3 chapters to
experiment further.
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Chapter 16
Test Publish to a QuestionWeb Demo Folder
The QuestionWeb demo accounts are a great way to do a quick publish when you
don’t have a regular server or QuestionWeb account ready, handy for trying out a
survey concept. Demo accounts are live from the time you sign up to Midnight Pacific
time that night, and you’re limited to one account per day per email address.
Each time you publish the survey it uploads in Test mode. You can change and upload
again as many times as you wish so long as it stays in Test mode or is Closed.
1. Start SurveyPro, enter your initials, and Open either your survey file or any NC
sample file with “End” in the name.
2.

If you opened a sample file, click Yes to open a copy, and save it.

3.

Close the File History dialog.

Make sure the questionnaire you’re publishing is the active document tab.

Requesting a QuestionWeb demonstration folder
1. Bring up the Web Survey Setup dialog
This dialog is used to define a number of Web survey functions covered in eralier
chapters, including the password, answer tests for required fields and formatting,
server reports, and piping. In this case, we’re going to go straight to the server
settings assuming the survey is ready to try.
2. Next to the Server Configuration section, click Edit.
3.

From the dropdown list at the top of the screen, select Oneday Demo
QuestionWeb and click Use Site.

4.

At the bottom of the screen, click Get Demo Folder.

This launched a browser with the signup form on QuestionWeb.com.
5. Complete the form, making sure you enter the right email address so you
receive your signup information.
6. Check your email for a message from sales@apian.com with the subject
“QuestionWeb demo folder information” and open the message. This is an
automatic so you should receive the notice email in a few minutes. If it’s more
than 15 minutes please contact Apian Sales or Support.
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Defining your folder settings
1. Leave the email open and switch back to SurveyPro.
There are just three fields we need to set, and two of them are in the email from
QuestionWeb.
2. Check the Local Directory which defaulted to a subfolder under where you saved
the SurveyPro file. This is where the HTML pages are created before they’re
uploaded. Adjust the path by typing or browsing

if you wish.

The Base Filename sets the name of the published .ASP page files, and defaults to the
SP5 file name.
3. Change the Base Filename to something which is short, has no spaces, and will
not confuse respondents who notice it in their browser address bar.
4. From the email, copy the QuestionWeb Demo Folder and paste it in that field in
SurveyPro.
5. Again from the email, copy your Folder Password and paste it in SurveyPro.

6. Click OK to save your server settings.
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Uploading the files
1. Back in the Web Survey Setup dialog, click the Publish To Server button.
2. If you’re prompted to create the folder for the local files, click Yes.
3. Click Yes if you’re prompted to save the file.
This next screen shows the publish information for the survey which will also be
written to a file in the local publish folder for future reference. Now just one more
step to upload the files.
4. In the upperright corner under Server Upload, click Now.
5. After the files are all uploaded you’ll see a confirmation screen. Click Yes to bring
up the Webbased survey Control Panel.

Control Panel checking in your files
1. Using the same demo## folder ID and password you copied into SurveyPro, log
into the Control Panel. Be careful that you do not paste any extra spaces with
the password.
2. In the table with the folder ID, click the Set Up New Project button.
3. We’ve already uploaded the files, so on the next screen click Set Up Project.
4. When QuestionWeb displays the Setup Results screen, scroll to the end and click
the link to try your survey.
Important: This is the link you should supply to people reviewing the survey as well,
such as http://questionweb.com/demo07. Do not publish or email the link in your
browser after you start the survey; this includes a session ID which is going to confuse
reviewers who get told their “new” survey is underway or completed.
That’s it!
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Chapter 17
Publish to the QuestionWeb Cloud Server
For publishing to your own server go to Chapter 18, to use a demo folder Chapter 16.
This tutorial is a little different from the others. Unlike the layout or skips tutorials
which require you use our sample file, in this lesson you can use any finished survey.
You’ll also see places where we offer suggestions about what to type, but where
you’ll have to decide for your own situation the best names and paths.
If you have a real project ready to go, this tutorial can be used to post it on the server
and walk you through the testing process for the first time. If you don’t have your
own survey ready yet, you can use any of the NetCollect tutorial files with “End” in
the name.
New accounts take a full business day to process, so you’ll need to have that taken
care of before running the tutorial. In the meantime, the process of publishing to
QuestionWeb demo folders is similar so you can give that a try in Chapter 16.
In this tutorial you’ll learn how to:
�
�
�
�

Define a QuestionWeb Server in SurveyPro
Upload your survey pages to the server
Run the Webbased Control Panel (AKA Dashboard) to set up and manage the
survey while online
Download data

1. Start SurveyPro, enter your initials, and Open either your survey file or any sample
file with “End” in the name.
2. If you opened a sample file, click Yes to open a copy, and save it.
3. Close the File History dialog.
4. Make sure the questionnaire you’re publishing is the active document tab.

Defining QuestionWeb Account Access
What we’re going to do is define a Web Site for your QuestionWeb account and then
select it for this particular survey. Once the account is defined, it’s saved to your
computer and you can use it for all your NetCollect surveys. An account can have
more than one folder, each folder with one active survey.
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1. Bring up the Web Survey Setup dialog
2. In the last section, Server Configuration, click the Edit button.
3. Click the Define New Site button.

4. Give the site a Name, such as QuestionWeb or QW folders. In the list of Web Sites,
SurveyPro will include the account’s user name for your reference.
5. For the Web Server type select QuestionWeb.
6. At the bottom of the screen, enter the User ID which you selected when you
signed up (it will be in the confirmation email message you received).
7. Next to it, enter your FTP password, also from the email.
Your FTP password is different from the one you use to log into the QuestionWeb
Control Panel after the first time. You’ll find the FTP password in the pale blue banner
at the top of the Control Panel’s Folder List page.
8. If you like, click Save Password.
Like the rest of your Web Site definition, this information is only saved to your
computer under your Windows login, so you don’t have to worry about emailing
someone the SP5 file and giving them access to your account. In addition, the FTP
password is only used for uploads, so it can’t be used to access survey data.
9. Click the Test Connection button to verify your entries.
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If your typing was correct and the web available, “Connection test successful” will
appear to the left of the button.
10. Click OK to save your Web Site definition.

Setting this survey’s information
Now back in the Survey Project dialog, the Web Site you just defined is selected for
the project. There are only a couple fields you need to fill out.

The Local Directory is where NetCollect will create your survey pages before
uploading them to the server. By default, it creates a subfolder where your SP5 file is
saved, and names that folder with the SP5 file name plus the server definition name.
Nobody but you will ever see that path. You must to have a local folder for each
survey though, so if you have multiple Web questionnaires in one SP5 file you may
need to modify the path.
1. If needed, edit the Local Directory field.
The Base Filename sets the name of the .ASP pages, and defaults to the SP5 file name.
2. Change the Base Filename to something which is short, has no spaces, and will not
confuse respondents who notice it in their browser address bar.
Our last field is the QuestionWeb Folder, where you type or select one of the folders
associated with your account.
3. Click the Browse button for SurveyPro to go look up your account.
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4. Select an unused folder and click OK.
5. It’s always good to doublecheck what’s in a folder before publishing to it. To
check leave SurveyPro where it is, launch your browser and go to
http://questionweb.com/controlpanel/
6. Enter your ID and password (the one you set, not the FTP password).
7. Check what’s listed in that folder and make sure you weren’t about to overwrite
something useful (the Control Panel won’t let you overwrite a Live mode survey).
8. Switch back to SurveyPro and click OK to save your settings.

Publishing and uploading
The server settings are now saved on your computer and as part of the Web
questionnaire. If you still had more design work to do on the survey you could wrap
that up now, but in our case we’re ready to publish and upload to the server.
We’re now back in the Web Survey Setup dialog, but now under ServerConfiguration
it gives a summary of your settings.
1. Click the Publish To Server button.
2. If you’re prompted to create a folder for the local files, click Yes.
3. Click Yes again to approve saving your SP5 file.
This next screen shows the publish information for the survey. Now just one more
step to upload the files.
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4. In the upperright corner under Server Upload, click Now.
The quest1on here allows you to defer the upload in case you want to modify the
published files first, perhaps to tweak the html for a particular look.
5. After the files are all uploaded you’ll see a confirmation screen. Click No unless you
closed your browser earlier.

Setup your files with the Control Panel
While the survey pages and configuration file are now uploaded to QuestionWeb, we
haven’t yet told the server to look for the new files.
1. Switch back to your browser with the Control Panel open and click the Set Up New
Project button for that folder.
2. We’ve already uploaded the files, so on the next screen click Set Up Project.
3. When QuestionWeb displays the Setup Results screen, scroll to the end of the
page and click the survey address link.
This opens the survey in another window—leave the Control Panel open for a minute.
This is the link you should supply to people reviewing the survey as well. Do not
publish or email the link in your browser after you start the survey; it includes a
session ID which is going to confuse respondents who get told their “new” survey is
underway or completed.

Testing your survey
When you set up a survey, it starts off in Test mode. When you go through the survey,
the only difference between Test and Live is the “Test Mode” notice in the footer.
Otherwise all the passwords, skips, piping, etc. are working. While the survey is in
Test mode, you will be able to publish and upload revised questionnaires (this is
locked out in Live mode) and all data you entered is flagged as “TEST” in the file
name. When you switch to Live mode, the passwords you used are made available
once again and the activity logs and report counts are cleared.
1. Go through the survey a couple times to generate a little data.
Your survey probably ends with a SurveyPro generated “Thanks” page. To restart the
survey from there, just wipe out everything after the folder name from the URL,
removing the page name and session ID. Thus
http://questionweb.com/12345/mysurvey.asp?P1=3pv1%2D7rv3%2Dyfd
becomes
http://questionweb.com/12345
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Important: A common error is copying the full link including a session ID and using
that as the hyperlink to send respondents to a survey. Make sure you only use the
folder path!
2. Once you have a couple forms entered, switch back to the Control Panel window.
3. Click the Folder List link at the top or bottom of the screen.
4. For the folder you’re using, click Manage Project.
5. Under Basic Survey Administration, select Activity Log and click Go.
This is a handy tool for seeing how many people have completed the survey and how
many partial responses you’re accumulating. If you want to make this information
visible to clients or colleagues without giving them full administrative access, just use
an Online Report (see the Reference Guide or Help).
6. Click the Project Home link that appears at the top and bottom of the page.
7. Under Advanced Options, select Data Files and click Go.
Data from online surveys is kept in .sdh files using a web html data format.
The only file listed is a “work in progress” WIP.sdh file that is actively collecting data
(unless you posted to a folder still containing a prior survey’s data). To prevent
overlap in data files, NetCollect requires you Archive your files to download them,
which will rename the current WIP file with the current date and time, and create a
new working file. While we can archive and download straight from the Control Panel
(handy for ASCII Pipe Outs of .csv files), we’re going to use SurveyPro instead since it
is easier for most projects.

Downloading and importing data
A survey which works beautifully on the server is useless if there’s a flaw in the data.
Never skip the full testing loop of pulling and checking data.
1. Switch back to SurveyPro, where the Web Survey Setup dialog is still open.
2. Click the Get Latest Data button.
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SurveyPro goes out and checks with the server, listing the current status of your
project in the top half of the dialog. You can see it relies some on your Import Log
History, so if you tend to purge that aggressively, you may want to change your
habits.
In our case, there are no archived files to download, so we need to create one first.
3. Set the download option to The present, after doing a new archive.
Below that are options to import the completed surveys and partial responses. The
partial surveys mentioned here are ones which have “expired” on the server, either
because you set the partials to expire in the Control Panel, or because you switched
the survey from Test to Live or Live to Closed modes. Right now, even though you
may have created a partial response or two, they’re still active on the server for
respondents to come back and finish.
4. Click OK to download and import the data.
5. Review the messages that appeared in the lower half of the dialog.
6. Close the Download and Import dialog and Close Web Survey Setup as well.
7. Click on the File History toolbar button
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8. Select the Imports tab.
Here you’ll see two logs. One is the general download and import log that was
displayed in the dialog we just used. The second log is a detailed report for each SDH
file you downloaded—it’s always a good idea to check those.
9. Select the Publishing tab.
Here we have a copy of the Publish log. This is a handy reference for the assorted
survey and Control Panel paths, as well as your administrator password.
Congratulations! You just published and tested a survey. Once everyone is done
revising and testing the survey, you just need to switch the Control Panel to Live
mode and you’re ready to go.
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Chapter 18
Publish to Your Own Web Server
For publishing to the QuestionWeb cloud go to Chapter 17, to use a demo folder see
Chapter 16.
This tutorial is a little different from all the rest. In addition to walking you through
your own survey files to publish, it is also often used during testing of the initial script
installation. Because you’ll be filling in dialogs with your server’s unique information
there are times we’ll provide examples, but we cannot provide exactly what to type at
each stage. This means the explanations between numbered steps are much more
important in this tutorial than in other lessons.
You can use this lesson to post a real project in its “live” location on your server. Or
you can use a sample file to post a survey for learning the process or testing your
server. Any of the NetCollect tutorial files with “End” in the name are ready for
Publish, though you may want to pick a lesson you’ve completed for familiarity during
testing.
If at any point you get an error instead of a success notice, you’ll need to stop the
tutorial and work with your server administrator to either correct the path or fix the
server setup.
In this tutorial you’ll learn how to:
�
�
�
�
�

Define a Web Server in NetCollect
Set paths for a survey on that server
Upload your survey pages to the server
Run the Webbased Control Panel to set up and manage the survey
Download data

1. Start SurveyPro, enter your initials, and Open either your survey file or any sample
file with “End” in the name.
2. If you opened a sample file, click Yes to open a copy, and save it.
3. Close the File History dialog.
4. Make sure the questionnaire you’re publishing is the active document tab.
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Defining a Web Site
What needs to be done first is define a Web Site for your server and then select it for
this particular survey. If you have a site defined already skip down to Setting this
survey’s paths.
For the first NetCollect use, your IT Department or Server Administrator installs the
NetCollect application on the server to execute the online surveys you will design and
upload. There is a separate document SurveyPro5 Web Server Installation.pdf for this
installation which ends in the use of a ServerVerify utility to be sure everything is
ready. ServerVerify has all the settings you need for your SurveyPro Web Site
Definition, and Chapter 7 of the PDF tells how to do it.
This may require a “debugging” round with your server administrator the first time
you publish. Apian Support is available to you and your server administrator for
advice if needed. However, the good news is that once it’s defined, it’s saved to your
computer and you can use it for all your NetCollect surveys.

Setting this survey’s paths
Now that we’ve defined the Web Site—the piece we’ll use for many surveys—we’re
ready to define the paths for this particular project. If we just defined a site,
NetCollect assumed we wanted to use it. If you already had a Web Site defined,
select that saved server from the dropdown list at the top of the dialog and click Use
Site.
Once you select a Web Site for a survey, NetCollect fills in a few defaults:
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The Local Directory is where NetCollect will create your survey pages before
uploading them to the server. By default, it creates a subfolder where your SP5 file is
saved, and names that folder with the SP5 file name plus the server definition name.
Nobody but you will ever see that path, so generally the default is fine. You do want
to have a folder for each survey though, so if you have multiple Web questionnaires in
one SP5 file you may need to modify the path.
1. If desired, edit the Local Directory field.
Next we have two fields which will be visible to respondents on the server. The Base
Filename sets the name of the .ASP pages, and defaults to the SP5 file name. The
Survey Content Subpath is the folder where this survey will reside. Both of these
reside on top of the Web Site’s Web Root and Survey Contents Node SubURL, which
in this tutorial’s screen captures are http://alien/polls/.
2. Change the Base Filename to something which is short, has no spaces, and will not
confuse respondents who notice it in their browser address bar.
3. Type a folder name in the Survey Content Subpath which respondents will use to
browse to the questionnaire.
You want this Content folder to be reserved for just this survey, with no other Web
pages or surveys in it. You can type a new folder name here and NetCollect will take
care of creating it during Publish. Note this entry can be more than one level deep,
such as “marketing/survey/”. (See Sharing Survey Folders with Other Files on Your
Server in the NetCollect Reference for why we recommend a folder just for this
survey.)
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In the example we’re showing here, the respondents would be asked to go to this
intranet address, the first part from the web site definition and then the subpath:
http://alien/polls/december05/
As soon as they load that address, they will be immediately redirected to the main
survey page complete with Base Filename:
http://alien/polls/december05/survey.asp
The next field isn’t visible to respondents, but is visible to anyone else with file access
to your server. In most cases, your survey data will be going to a folder path
specifically for NetCollect projects—the Project Data Node in the Web Site definition.
If you’re the only one posting surveys, you can use any naming scheme which makes
sense to you. However, if there are multiple NetCollect users posting many surveys,
you may want to work out a system where the path includes your department, name,
date, or other information which would shortcut conversations about “Who the heck
posted this?” As long as someone can figure out who the Project folder belongs to,
they can use the configuration file it contains to locate the associated Content folder.
4. Type a Project Data Subpath with no spaces (hyphens and underscores are OK).
5. Type a Control Panel Password which you’ll use to manage the survey online.
The password has to mix in at least one number or special character with the letters.
Don’t worry if you forget the password; it’s always here for your reference.
The Custom Script field is very rarely used. Don’t worry about it unless your server
administrator has done custom development on top of the NetCollect scripts and told
you to put something there.
Your completed screen should look something like this:
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6. Click OK to save your survey’s publish settings.

Publishing the survey
We’re back in the Web Survey Setup dialog, now with a note in the Server
Configuration about our settings:

1. Click the Publish to Server button.
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2. The first time you’ll see a prompt to create the local publish folder; click Yes.
3. The next prompt is to save your SP5 file. Click Yes again.
NetCollect creates all the local pages, complete with the filenames and paths you
entered in the Web Site definition. All of this is summarized in the Publish log:

At this point, we haven’t uploaded anything to the server. If you were going to have a
graphic designer modify the pages you could click the Later button to stop the process
at this point. However, in most cases, you’ll upload right now.
At the bottom of this dialog is an option to “Lock” the questionnaires. This prevents
anyone from accidentally modifying your questionnaires (you can unlock via the Edit
menu). See The Best Way to Mangle Survey Data in the NetCollect Help to understand
why we recommend leaving that box marked.
Some LAN uploads will automatically pick up your network ID and authenticate you
to the receiving server. Other LAN shares pop up a “connect as” dialog when you try
to access them. If the upload paths you set in the Web Site require separate
authentication, take care of that outside of SurveyPro now.
4. Under Server Upload, click the Now button.
5. You’ll see two prompts to create the Content and Project folders. Click Yes for
both.
If instead you saw warnings about the folders already having content, you should
doublecheck what’s in those locations and/or cancel to change your selections
before proceeding.
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After NetCollect copies the files to your server, it tells you it succeeded and asks if you
want to launch the Control Panel. At this point, while the files are present on the
server, the survey itself won’t run—you need to “check in” the files first.

6. Click Yes to launch the Control Panel (leave SurveyPro open).

Setup your files with the Control Panel
At this point, even though you successfully tested your paths and uploaded, you may
get an error on opening the Control Panel. The most common cause for this is that
your Web server doesn’t have permission to write in your data folder. (This is where
the ServerVerify utility can be worth its weight in gold.)
You may want to bookmark the Control Panel page if this is a real project.
7. Type the survey administrator password you set in the dialog with the Content and
Project paths and click Log In.
The Control Panel knows you just did a new upload, so it’s prompting you to check in
the files.
8. Click Set Up New Project.
Now the survey is ready to run.

Testing your survey
When you set up a survey, it starts off in Test mode. As you go through the survey,
the only difference between Test and Live is the footer that appears—otherwise all
the passwords, skips, piping, etc. are working. While the survey is in Test mode, you
will be able to upload revised questionnaires (this is locked out in Live mode) and all
data you entered is flagged as “TEST” in the file name. When you switch to Live mode,
the passwords you used are made available once again and the activity logs and
report counts are cleared.
1. Click on the Survey URL link at the top of the Control Panel.
This opens the survey in a separate browser window. Leave the Control Panel open—
we’ll be returning to it in just a minute.
This is the link you should supply to people reviewing the survey as well. Do not
publish or email the link in your browser after you start the survey; it includes a
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session ID which is going to confuse reviewers who get told their “new” survey is
underway or completed.
2. Go through the survey a couple times to generate a little data.
Your survey probably ends with a SurveyPro generated “Thanks” page. To restart the
survey from there, just wipe out everything after the folder name from the URL,
removing the page name and session ID. Thus
http://www.oursite.com/thissurvey/basename.asp?P1=3pv1%2D7rv3%2Dyfd
becomes
http:// www.oursite.com/thissurvey/
Important: A common error is copying the full link including a session ID and using
that as the hyperlink to send respondents or testers to a survey. Make sure you only
use the folder path!
3. Once you have a couple forms entered, switch back to the Control Panel window.
4. Under Basic Survey Administration, select Activity Log and click Go.
This is a handy tool for seeing how many people have completed the survey and how
many partial responses you’re accumulating. If you want to make this information
visible to clients or colleagues without giving them full administrative access, just use
an Online Report (see the Reference Guide or Help).
5. Click the Back to Home link that appears at the top and bottom of the page.
6. Under Advanced Options, select Data Files and click Go.
Data from online surveys is kept in .sdh files using a web html data format.
The only file listed is a “work in progress” WIP.sdh file that is actively collecting data
(unless you posted to a folder still containing a prior survey’s data). To prevent
overlap in data files, NetCollect requires you Archive your files to download them,
which will rename the current WIP file with the current date and time, and create a
new working file. While we can archive and download straight from the Control Panel
(handy for ASCII Pipe Outs of .csv files), we’re going to use SurveyPro instead since it
is easier for most projects.

Downloading and importing data
A survey which works beautifully on the server is useless if there’s a flaw in the data.
Never skip the full testing loop of pulling and checking data.
1. Switch back to SurveyPro, where the Web Survey Setup dialog is still open.
2. Click the Get Latest Data button.
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SurveyPro goes out and checks with the server, listing the current status of your
project in the top half of the dialog. You can see it relies some on your Import Log
History, so if you tend to purge that aggressively, you may want to change your
habits.
In our case, there are no archived files to download, so we need to create one first.
4. Set the download option to The present, after doing a new archive.
Below that are options to import the completed surveys and partial responses. The
partial surveys mentioned here are ones which have “expired” on the server, either
because you set the partials to expire in the Control Panel, or because you switched
the survey from Test to Live or Live to Closed modes. Right now, even though you
may have created a partial response or two, they’re still active on the server for
respondents to come back and finish.
5. Click OK to download and import the data.
6. Review the messages that appeared in the lower half of the dialog.
7. Close the Download and Import dialog and Close Web Survey Setup as well.
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8. Click on the File History toolbar button

.

9. Select the Imports tab.
Here you’ll see two logs. One is the general download and import log that was
displayed in the dialog we just used. The second log is a detailed report for each SDH
file you downloaded—it’s always a good idea to check those.
10. Select the Publishing tab.
Here we have a copy of the Publish log. This is a handy reference for the assorted
survey and Control Panel paths, as well as your administrator password.
Congratulations! You just published a survey. Once everyone is done revising and
testing the survey, you just need to switch the Control Panel to Live mode and you’re
ready to go.
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Chapter 19
Email Invitations and Reminders
The Respondent EMailer makes sending invitations and reminders for your web
survey easy and reliable. It can use the online password file to track who has not
completed the survey so the reminders can focus on them. It provides tools for
tracking bounces and cleaning the email addresses.
A typical application would start with a list of names and addresses to be invited to
take a survey. We want them to be able to resume a partial survey and limit access to
people who should be taking it, so will want individual passwords, and we want to
pipe their information into each survey so they can update stale ones. Thus we need
to setup 3 files:
�
�
�

Send invitations and reminders by email (.rem5)
Make a robust password file for survey login control (.pin)
Make an online pipein file keyed on the password (.csv)

We will use the Respondent EMailer for all three tasks so the files are tied together
properly. If it has not yet been installed you will find it with the SurveyPro 5 files,
typically under C:\Program Files (x86)\Apian Software\SurveyPro 50\Install
Accessories or downloadable from www.apian.com to get the latest version. (Applies
to Resondent EMailer 5 builds starting 5/3/12.)

Load the Mailing Database
1. Start the Respondent EMailer and click New database.
Next you get a dialog to configure the database. We will be importing a file with
these items:
First name, Email address, Address, City, State, Zip, Member
We are going to need columns for each plus the password. We’ll use the special
Apian passwords which are peopleproof because NetCollect login knows by the
scale selection that people sometimes type l for 1 or O or o for 0 so it corrects for
the common substitutions. These are almost always better passwords than the
email addresses.
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2. Set the database properties for the 4character passwords, the builtin data fields
checked and a Member truefalse field added:

3. Click OK to get an empty list and File Save it to some convenient name. It has a
few “extra” fields we will make use of later.

4. Select File, Import, Comma Delimited and open the sample file
MemberAddresses.csv which will usually be in C:\Program Files (x86)\Apian
Software\SurveyPro 50\SurveyPro Samples. Switch the first record to Field
Names and leave the rest alone:
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5. Go to the Field Matchups tab and set them:

6. Use the Test Import button to verify that everything is going to work, and then
click Import and Yes to get the filled database.

7. In the real world we need to allow for additions to the list (sometimes whole
departments get forgotten until after the survey goes live). Since these will be in
the online password file you will want to have enough extras available without
republishing. You will also need some test addresses.
Select Edit, Add new empties to request another halfdozen (usually about 50%
extra is enough, but they don’t cost anything so don’t scrimp).
8. In one of the pink areas type your email address and fill in the rest of its fields.
Change the Status from OK to Test for screening the mailing process later.
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Create the Password and Pipe-In Files
In a real project there might be some cleanup of the email addresses at this point.
Any syntactically invalid or duplicated ones will be colorcoded. Any problems should
be resolved or marked Invalid. After these are cleaned up you would publish the files
needed for the NetCollect login and piping.
Use File, Publish Project .pin to create the password list, which in this case just means
giving a name and telling it ok to publish.
Generally we use File, Export, Comma Delimited to produce the pipein file. Tell it
which data fields you need, in addition to the passwords to key on of course. You can
export all the records, even the empty ones.
Usually both files are saved in the folder with the .sp5 file. When you go to publish
the survey the next time connect the login and piping to these two files.

Setup the Invitation Message
1. Select Mailing, New Message. Name it something like Invitations (the name is for
you not the recipients). Fill in a real From address, like your own, to use to for the
tutorial (also because fake addresses get trapped as spam). Fix the suggested
message wording to fit your needs.

Notice there are some items enclosed in double brackets. Most are the names of
columns in the database to be merged into each email. Thus Dear {{First Name}}
becomes Dear Joan or Dear Alexi, and each respondent’s password gets passed
along.
When you are editing either leave these alone or remove them completely,
otherwise the EMailer doesn’t know what to connect them to. The controls in the
upperright corner let you add or edit variables properly formatted.
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2. {{LinkSurvey}} is not a data field – it’s a placeholder name which will be displayed d
as a clickable hyperlink in the real emails. Click your mouse anywhere between
the brackets and click the URL Edit Selected button to get its definition:

For purposes of this tutorial you can leave the defaults, but you could also put in a
link to a real survey if you have one. Click OK.
3. Scroll down to complete the message edit. Leave the Plain Text Alternate Body
on Auto. Click OK to save the message and follow it with a File, Save.

EMail Server Setup
1. Go to Mailing, Set EMail Service to identify the email server that is going to put
the messages out on the web. The EMailer forwards each merged email through
a Simplified Mail Transport Protocol server, an SMTP server, like most other email
program do.

If this already has a host name in it someone has taken care of this step. Just hit
Cancel and skip ahead to Testing Your Message.
Otherwise the EMailer Reference Manual or Help will have the details on how to
set this up. For most people they just give the same server URL or numeric
address that Windows Outlook uses, which may even be 10.0.0.5 for a local
server. Your IT people will need to help you with this setting since every network
is different.
2. Fill in the host URL and click the Test button. Type your email address and click
the Send Test button. Crossing fingers optional. In some cases you may get
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another dialog asking for your name and password when you are not using the
Windows default login.
If you get the success dialog, check your inbox in a few minutes to see if the test
message went all the way though. If not contact your IT people to get the right
settings, or Apian Support to clarify what is needed.
3. Once this test succeeds, click OK to save the settings.

Testing Your Message
1. Select Mailing, Edit Messages to get a list of the ones defined, currently just the
Invitation. Click the Edit button to get the message content dialog back.
2. Click the Test Send button where you will get a confirmation dialog:

Tell it OK and the messages will appear shortly in your inbox, since that was what
you typed into the message From address earlier. This gives you a look at
everything in your message except the variables tied to a particular recipient, like
their password.
3. Click Ok to save the message setup.

Prepare a Mailing Drop
A drop ties a message to a list of addresses to be mailed. It is normal to mix Test and
OK in the set because it only mails to one subset or the other in a batch. That way
you can get everything ready, send the test subset, verify it and right away send to
the OK subset without risking any further changes.
Selecting the message is easy because we only have one, but later there may be
reminders or different invitations to different groups. Selecting the addresses can
either be to everyone or it can be selective using the Mark column. Marks are added
or subtracted based on the other columns or by hand, and then Drop To addresses
are set from the Marks. We’ll just use the simple mail to everyone here.
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1. Select Mailing, New Drop. Give it a name like Invite Everyone. Select the
Invitation message. Click OK.
A New column has appeared labeled with the drop name, all set to Unused.
These cannot be set directly, only indirectly through the marking system or
various dialogs.
2. Select Mailing, Set Drop Column Sends. Click the Set All button which turns every
row to Send and closes the dialog.
What about the Empties? To make the mailing process simpler they will be
ignored by the batch output routine; it only mails to either the Test or OK Emails
in the list.

Do the Mailing
1. Select Mailing, EMail the Drop. Our drop Invite Everyone shows a reminder copy of
the message. We are going to use the default settings since we want to test it first
(this testtesttest business may seem like overkill, but if you ever mail 1000 wrong
messages you will become a true believer):
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2. Click Start Send which will begin a sequence of four steps which you control by the
Continue button.

3. The last Continue falls back to the Start Drop dialog and provides a blowbyblow
description of what is happening:

Of course in this case it is just one message but in a real mailing you will see each one
go out, when sent and whether it was accepted by the SMTP server. While the drop
is going out you can pause or stop it.
Note that with emails “sent” does not guarantee it will be delivered, only that it went
out. When a message does not get delivered the mailing’s From mailbox will get a
message to that effect called “bounces”, most of them in the first few minutes.
Processing them is covered in the Reference Guide and Help system.
4. In a real mailing, having had a successful test, you would switch from Test addresses
to OK addresses and click Start Send again.
For tutorial purposes click Close. Observe that your test address got D1 (drop 1) in
the EMail History column and the Sent date is marked in the drop column. You have
a trace on every email.
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Using the Marks
Let’s imagine you wanted to have two different invitation messages to this survey,
one for members and one for interested nonmembers. Each could have a different
link with a code passed through the URL to do some skips and branches. In your
message you would define a new {{Link}} variable for the second message. We are
not going to go through the whole scenario here because showing you a few key
points will let you do it in a real project.
1.

Pick Mailing, Set Drop Column Sends. In the dialog click Clear All. Now all of the
rows are Unused except the history is kept on any already sent like our test
message. We will use the Marks to get the Members subset.

2. With just a few rows you could just click the Marks directly but usually mailings
are hundreds or thousands of people so select Edit, Mark Selection.
3. In the dialog, click the New button for a selection method. Call it Members, select
that column equals true. Clicking the Test button should say 6 of 17 found. Click
OK.
4. Back in the Selection dialog click the Add button to set those Marks and click
Close.

5.

Go to Mailing, Set Drop Sends again and use the Add Marked button to make
those the Send rows.

The Respondent EMailer User Guide and Help files cover the full feature set for the
processes of cleaning email addresses, dealing with bounces and setting up
reminders. It starts with a handy flow chart of how SurveyPro and the EMailer
interact during the development of an online web survey.
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Chapter 20
Scanning Paper Answers
When you collect answers from paper questionnaires with Remark and SurveyPro you
simply load the forms into the scanner’s feeder and Remark reads the answers
following a template that matches the SurveyPro project. That data is imported into
SurveyPro to be turned into actionable reports.
The process of creating the omr template for Remark is also straightforward; the
steps are detailed in this tutorial. You setup the template once for a questionnaire,
single or multipage:

Prepare a Scannable Questionnaire
Rather than have you go through the setup of a paper survey we have a paper
example to start with (in SurveyPro 5 builds after 4/10/12):
1. Start SurveyPro, open the sample file Scanning Tutorial.sp5 and save it to a
working copy.

2.

Select the questionnaire, select the Document menu and Properties. Switch to
Scannable OMR (optical mark recognition) and click OK

Your questionnaire now has lightly outlined bubbles instead of checkboxes,
slightly bigger spacing around those bubbles where needed to improve the
reliability on scanning and printing mailmerged answers with barcodes enabled.
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This is a complete scannable form, so you could print it and skip to preparing the
template if you are not interested in barcodes to identify forms.

Add an Optional Mail Merge Barcode
Sometimes there is a need to identify questionnaires in a way the scanner can pick up
automatically. Imagine that we wanted to place stacks of this survey at various places
around the exposition and track where people were when they filled it out. That
requires a question to capture the scanned answer and a preprinting of the codes.
1. Add a question to the bottom of the form with no Question Text, no Autonumber
and a Report Label of Location Code. Select the short written scale 1 and the
Barcode entry option:

2.

Click OK. Drag the bottom of the barcode tile down to the dotted line at the page
margin so the code drops down the page.
3. To enter some codes to mail merge, select Database, Answer Entry.
4. Select the Location Code tile and enter some codes like EastEntry, NorthEntry,
Seminars, Booths into a few forms.
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5. Go to File, Print with Data and set it to output just the answer to the last question
for these 4 forms:

6.

Click OK, accept the confirmation and print. We will use these to setup the
template and check it. File, Quit Answer Entry to return to the design screens.

Prepare Remark Scan Template
First publish the survey structure to a _remark.st3 file which contains the
questionnaire design definition: questions, scales and data entry locations on the
document page(s).
Remember you only need to complete this setup process once per form design.
1.

In the SurveyPro Documents menu, select Publish Questionnaire and Scan
Template for Remark (do not use Database Export).

2.

Set the published file’s name and click OK to write the file.

The following instructions are for Remark 8 but the same general approach works for
other versions, though there may be differences in screens and labels. These steps
take the _remark.st3 file from SurveyPro and turn it into the .omr template file for
Remark to use.
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1. Start a fresh copy of the Remark Office Data Center:

2. Select the Templates tab and Open form template to read the _remark.st3 file.
Remark will create a database in which to contain the scanned data according to
the definition contained in the .st3. The column headings will match the question
labels from SurveyPro.
3. Reselect the Templates tab and click Edit Form Template. This will open a new
program window containing the template editor:

4. Important: Save form template as to save the st3 template opened in Remark to
an .omr file. This keeps it from saving something quite different over your .st3.
5. In this Template Editor select Tools, Reset Images to capture an image of a real
form to finetune the alignment of answer areas taken from the .st3 file:

6. Load one of your blank questionnaires in the scanner. Select Read from scanner
and click Acquire Images from Scanner. Click Scan to start the scanner. If
someone else has been using Remark the scan may be rotated or otherwise
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altered so fix the Scanner Properties, delete the image and rescan.
7. Click OK. Say No to the Auto Alignment suggestion (the bubble positions
transferred from SurveyPro are generally the best starting point).
8. The template editor will display the answer “hot spots” or “regions” over the
scanned image. Adjust any that are misaligned by dragging with your mouse.
Here’s a typical before and after:

7.

The barcode will have an orange region predefined, but it is good to verify it has
the correct properties. After you have dragged its rectangle into place with plenty
of room to allow for the longest coding, verify the region’s settings are Code 39
and Horizontal by doubleclicking on the region to bring up its properties:

8.

Save the edited template .omr file and close this Template Editor window to
return to the Remark Office OMR Data Center with the data grid.

9.

Important: Remark Office Data Center will still have the original st3 template
open, so Open form template to use the edited .omr file you just saved.
Remember the Remark Office Data Center and the Template Editor are two
independent program windows.
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Scan a Few Test Forms
1.

Mark up 3 of your 4 forms with some test answers. Load all 4 forms including the
blank in the feeder and try the Easy Scan option in the toolbar.

If Easy Scan does not work out then use the Read Wizard which has all the
detailed controls available.
2.

After reading the samples check the OMR bubble and barcode data cells for
correct answers. If the test scan finds nonexistent answers in blanks spaces then
the OMR is too sensitive. Go to Tools, Recognition Settings, choose Template or
Default, and Recognition. Adjust the Global OMR region threshold upward a step
or two, clear the data rows and rescan.

3. Once the OMR is adjusted, do the optional entry of handwritten answers by
doubleclicking each answer cell and typing the text shown in the Image Viewer
window. The stateoftheart for computer handwriting recognition is not reliable
so Remark shows the entry image when you click the cell which makes typing the
answers very efficient:

4. Use File, Save Data As to save the answers to the SurveyPro .srv format. Select
Save Headers so you have the field names in the first record for doing the import
matchup easily.
Remark accepts punctuation typed in but most is not output to the .svr file sent to
SurveyPro. You can enter the text here and adjust the punctuation later in
SurveyPro’s answer editing screens. Caution: do not enter “ quote marks unless
they are paired or the .srv will ot work, thus “quoted” should either be typed as
quoted or as “”quoted””.
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Import the Test Data
The next few steps import the .srv file data into your survey project.
1.

In SurveyPro, with your project file open, select the Database menu, choose
Import From, and then choose Comma Delimited (csv,srv)

2.

In the open window change Files of Type to Scanned .srv and open the .srv data
file.

3. On the Import dialog’s General tab give it a name so you can use it later for
respondent forms, set the matching questionnaire number, and make sure it has
these First Record and Multiple Answer settings:

4.

On the Field Matchup tab the questions in SurveyPro are in the top list and the
data you are importing is in the bottom list. Type the number of the correct Field
from the bottom list in the question row in the top list. The Q numbers will be the
easiest matchup guide. When the order is the same, just set the first field and use
the Fill Next button to do the rest:

5.

Click Test and scan the log for correct matchups. Correct the setup as needed.

6. Click Ok to import. Click Yes to save the Import Map for importing batches of
respondent forms.
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Scanning Respondent Forms
Once this process tests successfully, you would print the real questionnaires. When
they come back simply start Remark, open the .omr file, stack the forms in the
scanner and scan them. Make sure the simplex/duplex settings are correct for this
batch in Tools, Scanner Properties.
Then follow the process you did for the test forms, saving each batch to a new .srv
file. Structure your file names so you can trace the file back to the paper form
batches. You may also want to archive the scanned images, which you can do by Save
As a Remark Office Archive .roa file.
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Chapter 21
Web and Paper Questionnaires Together
Sometimes it makes sense to offer your respondents a choice whether to complete a
survey on paper or on the web. Since it is the same survey you still want to leverage
the questionnaire design with one shared database and report set. In SurveyPro this
means one project (.sp5 file) with two questionnaires.
Generally the best approach is to get one of the versions developed to the point of
having content approvals completed so the essential structure is settled. Then any
changes to the second questionnaire will be details or things unique to the medium.
1. Start SurveyPro, open the competed scannable survey Scanning Tutorial End.sp5
and save it to a new name.
2. Select the paper questionnaire and Document, Properties to change its name to
Paper. Close with OK.
3. Select Document, Copy Document and click Yes to accept the notice dialog.
4. In the Properties dialog change the name of the new copy to Web
5. Change the Medium to HTML for NetCollect. Say Yes to the notice again, which
will not apply here because the logo is inline not page positioned.
6. Set the Web page title to Aviator Supply Expo which will appear in the header of the
browser and in bookmarks. Click OK.
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The new web survey has the usual default three page structure. All of the paper
survey content has been copied onto page 2 so we need to do a little rearranging.
With a longer paper survey we would also be adding pages to limit each page to a
screen or two – with the web adding pages is better than scrolling very long pages.
1. Expand the Outline Tree at the screen left (if it is not there set View, Object Tree)
to show both questionnaires and the database.
2. Select question tiles on the web page 2 and watch the red outlines move around
to highlight the outline for 5: web document and Database Questions.
3. Switch to the original 1 Questionnaire and click some tiles watching the markers.
In database terms, the two questionnaires are pointing to the same database fields,
which is where the answers will go. That’s the reason why there are T numbers for
what is visible on each questionnaire versus Q numbers which are homes for the
shared answers:
�
�

The Q field definition has the question text, the report label and the scale
selection which apply to all questionnaires.
The Tile is a layout design that sets how those shared data elements appear,
which can (and often must) be different between paper and web. Those
differences are taken care of by SurveyPro as much as possible.

We have a logo on page 2 and nothing on pages 1 or 3. One solution is to use a
NetCollect header.
1. Switch back to the 5: Web document tab.
2. Delete the logo and title tiles from page 2. Accept the warning to complete the
delete.
3. Go to Document, Properties and select the Header tab.
4. Select Text or Images.
5. Next to the Left cell click the Edit button.
6. Switch Contents to Picture.
7. Click the File button and pick the aviatorlogo.jpg file which is in the Samples
directory. Click OK.
8. Click the Edit button for the Right cell.
9. Switch the Contents to Text.
10. Type Attendee Survey
11. Change the Style to T10: Title and click OK. Click OK again to close Properties.
We would normally continue to set the login method, change the instructions on
pages 1 and 3 and so forth, but there is no reason to take the time for this tutorial –
they are independent of the paper document.
On the other hand making the question layout different for the web does interact
between paper and web because of the shared underlying questions.
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1. On page 2 doubleclick on the first question to edit the tile:

A new section to Edit common properties has appeared lowerleft because this
question appears on two questionnaires. We are looking at the Underlying question
properties which includes the text, report label and scale, plus any settings which are
currently the same in all using tiles like the Autonumbering level and Text Style.
2. Switch Edit Common Properties to Selected tile(s) in one questionnaire.

Now only the tile properties are editable. The underlying database question settings
are grayed out. We cannot make those different between our paper and web layouts.
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3. Select the Scaled Entry tab.
Here the scale selection is grayed but the layout is not. The web layout options
include pulldown list and no visible entry (hidden) which do not have paper
equivalents.
4. Change Place scale to Below Question and set the Box Columns to 1
5. Select the Dimensions tab and change the Scale Entry Left Indent to 30. Click OK.

6. Repeat for the second question. Remember to set Edit common properties to
Selected tile(s) before trying the change the scale layout! If you forget the layout
area will be blank; just switch back to the Question tab and change the setting.
At the bottom of page 2 we still have the barcoded Location question, copied in when
the document was copied. The onsite location is not relevant for a web survey which
people are presumably invited to take later so it can be left blank.
7. Rightclick the former barcode tile and Delete. When people take the survey
online the underlying database field answer will be left empty.
A different survey might have that barcode field set to something that is relevant for
both media. For example if you were inviting individuals by email to take the web
survey with a preassigned onetime password login, then you would also do a mail
merge to barcode those passwords on the paper forms before mailing them.
When printed forms come back to scan them with Remark and import the data. If
there are Must Answers enforced on the web version, you may want to turn these off
during the scanned .srv file import. The web data is downloaded normally.
A completed version of this chapter is available as Paper and Web Tutorial.sp5
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